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This thesis is an attempt to account for an empirically 

demonstrated orde:ri:ng of the dimensions of static viaual artistic 

stimuli according to the degree to which they serve as criteria in 

In the present context• •ove:r~all 

affective responses' refers to sign-subetitutes for presumed 

approach-avoidance maintaining behaviour in relation to the 

stimulus in its pet'ceptual entirety; •dimension• to any discriminable 

aspect of the :perceived stimulus, susceptible of d=tscriminable 

variation between stimulus instances ('values'); 9criteria• to those 

dimensions in which a degree of co-extensiveness beyond that of 

chance obtains between a :respondent's assignment o:f stimuli thereof 

and the variations :l.n his over-all affective resJ:,-onses to the same 

stirr1uli; and O 'ordering' is ascribed wh@re di±'ferent degrees of 

suoh co-extensiveness are maintained acroea the :respective ranges, 

and combinations, of dimension values encountered i:n the given 

empirical sample of stimuli. 



l~X.PERIMEN'rAt, A.l!i$TfIErICS 1 

'l'he word •aesthetic• derives from the Greek ,do 0)1.,.,,-/..KOs-

meaning perceptive or fitting to be i~rceived. In 1750 

A.G. Baumgarten published a work entitled Aesthetica, and since 

this attempt to investig8.te the 'perfection proper to perception 9 t 

the term has been commonly used as a collective reference to matters 

of a.rt. It has sometimes been used to distinguish the processes 

of resvonse associated. with ar·t objeota from those of their oraatio.n 

('artistic'). Psyohologioal aesthetics ia here regarded as any 

systematic attempt to predict and control both active and reactive, 

lingual and non-lingual behaviour in the emergence of', and/or 

relation to, objects consensually regarded as works of art in at 

least th~ context of occurrence, 

Ebbi:nghaus once remarked on the long past but short histc)ry of 

psychology and this could be even more a:ppositely said of e.esthetics 

Adumbrations can be traced back to Plato and 

1. It is not the intention to attempt an over .. a.11 review of 
experimental aesthetics, !''or one reason thie hfAd already been 
done (Gregson, 1961; Pratt, 19.56; Mu:n:roe, 19.56) 9 and apart from 
entailin.g a great deal of irrelevant material, thiS;J would represent 
an inappropriate focus when, in its essential aspect o:f crite:rial 
ordering, the present problem is not peculiar to this area of 
behaviour. 
Citation of backg:rou:nd studi.es is undertaken J):rimarily in order to 
make apJarent the :positions of this investigator with respect to 
the relevant conceptual, methodological a:nd empirical iseues they 
may be seen to raise. l',lo syistematic survey ;3:nd/or evaluati.rm of 
their :respective substa:nt:ive cont:r·ibutions is claimed. 



Aristotle. Leavened. by an increasingly empirical o:ri.enta:tiori in 

subsequent philoao:phy1 , inquiries into 55Uch behaviour have gradually 

assumed the status of a tmtural science. formal beginning of 

this area of ex:perime.ntal inquiry may be claimed to pMtdate that of 

psychophysics by lesa than a. decade and to be attributable to one 

and. the srun~ man: Gustav Fechner. In thirteen papers a.nd a 

culminating text published in 1876 (•Vorshule der Aesthetik'), he 

elucidated modu1;, operandi I outlined problerri.s, arid applied experimental-

quantitative procedures. Emergence of the discipline f:rom its 

):'et, until the la.st decade, it oould be fairly oharged that 

aesthetics had not appreciably advar1eed f:rom its natural history 

period (Northrop 1962). The occasional experimental p5ycholog;ist 

made $po;radio excursions int(> the area but the sampled preferences 

fo:t' colours, shapes and so cm were rarely related to :formalized let 

al.one axiomatizeti theory, and generally it failed to attract M a 

phil,,5ophers and aestheticia.ne (Ernst Cassirer, S .K. Larige:r, 

R.G. Collingwood, Clive Bell• Herbert Read, Theodor Lippa et al) 

continued to pursue a loose equivalent of field work :relying upon na1ve 

descriptive language Md eschewing stringent test of speculation. 

1. Largely initiated by Ih:i.me' .s uncomr;:romising reaction to Cartesian 
rationalism., 



However~ psycholo@;ical insight and stimulu$ g(;merated by :recer1t 

activity in the gene:ral field of preference and choice (liuce, 1959) 

and economic choice behaviour O;awa:rds 9 19.54) in particular, together 

with a growing refinement of analytical procedures (Torgerson, 1958; 

Shephard, 1962; Kruskal, 1964a and 1964b) give promise 9f a 

productive resurgence of interest in experimental aesthetics (e.g. -

Gregson9s (1964a) study of 'Additivity of value in the :representation 

of aesthetic choice•). 



BACKGROUND 

Much aa with the cliseipline at large 9 elements of the present 

J>roblem lmve long been • in the wind t , but systematic investigation 

into what determines a stimulus dimension's criterial status has yet 

to begin. Neglect o:f the ,problem :in this context ie not only 

symptomatic of the general lack of interest in experimental 

aesthetics ~lready alluded to, but is also attributable to there 

being no aatisfactory reeolution of some logically prior issues. 

~~~irioal - ~roeedura! 

'.Empirically, these include identification of e.ny recurring 

dimeneiona.lity, associated oombinatory processes, and differential 

co:ntribution to criterion. :response (the presumed behaviour, 

explanation of which i~ in question). 

Multi-dimensional notions may be distilled. from the intro

spective reports and intuitive assumptions of aeetheticians a.a 

otherwise disparate as Kant, Dewey, Bullough and I.A. Richards: 

aesthetic $Xperi.ence wa6 similarly conceived as one in which a.tte:ntio:n 

is fixed u110n heterogen.11u:iue but interrelated components of a phenomen

ally objective field, about which there is a pervasive, coherent 

feeling tone (Bea.rdsley 9 1958). 
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~yeenck•s (1940, 1941) studies largely circumvent those 

methodological and statistical. ob;jections. Analyzing inter

cor:r.el.ations of teata compr:1.sed of heterogeneous but seemingly 

genuine aesthetic stimuli (purged, it was hoped, of' irrelevant 

diacriminal cues), he found a general factor of aesthetic appreciation 

extending across them and correlating with factors extracted from 

tests of colour, polygonal and odour preferences. Dampening the 

effect of this by an appropriate stimulus selection gave rise to 

another factor bi-polar in kind and apparently differentiating persons 

according to their stylistic preference. 

The later studies of Guilford &: Holley ( 1949) and Tucker ( 1955) 

also suggest that value space might be more severely circumscribed 

than had previously been imagined, especially if viewed in the context 

of Miller's ( 19,56) argument for a limited :number of conceptual units 

judging persons can juggle and combine at any given p{)int. For 

example, Tucker found that when artistic and non-artietio Ss were 

required to assess purely representational stimuli, they appeared to 

utilize a limited dimensionality akin to that of the semantic space 

( triad labelled •evaluative', 9 potency' enH:l 'aotivity•) discovered in 

a wider attitudinal context by Osgood et al (1957). Responses to 

purely non-representational stimuli appeared to entail a tendency on 

the part of artistic persons to collapse such dimensions ae there had 

been into a single •good• versus 1 bad' and virtual erasion of under

lying .$tructure in the case of non-artistic 1,,e:rso:nf;l. 
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But Hiller 1 s evidence derives from studies requiring re11licat:i.on 

and extension particularly in the use of visual stimuli. · Moreover, 

Gregson ( 196~-b) has pointed out that impove::rimunent of value space is 

always attendant upon Ss being forced .to give responses within the 

:framework of a given data collection protocol, and the Btudi.ea of both 

Tucker and Guilford & Holley depend on just f.ruoh rationalization rather 

than <lhoice behaviour.. With respect to the behaviour of arti1Sts in. 

:relation to non-representational stimuli, i.t is :possible that they 

have integrated subdimensions, ee.ch of which is actually sensed• into 

one 'superdimension1 formulated according to an explicit and common 

system of evaluation.. It may also be that the investigator's 

attem_pt to dichotomize both stimuli and 5ubjecta has meant an 

•excluded middler for the respective :populations thereof and a 

consequent underplaying of l;:1. more complex ( and more frequently 

occurring) structure .• 

Without venturing into the issue of what conceivable existential 

signif'ic;ance these analytically derived structurM might have (which 

is compounded by the lack o.f any int:ra-individual data), one i61 

compelled to question their generality until such time as there is 

systematic variation of subject and st:i.mu.lus eamples, judgmental 

situati()I! used in collecting data, and factoring method wJith which it 

tr·eated. 
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event o.f' an adequate level of agreement (tSti:pulative speoi:fica.tion 

of the required concepts wm; @purse) 1 reliance upon group averages 

may lmve meant a failure to rep:cef{ent the heterogeneous possibilities 

of dimen,sio:n ordering probably :presaent :!.n specific indiv:l.duals. 1 

'l'hese limitations notwithstanding, ·the Mouton & Helson investigation 

clearly auggests that pooling procE:1.1.ses do underly af.fectiv-e response 

to art ob,jects and that there are coxisiderable variations in the 

extent of di"mensiorial contribution. 

A recent study of Gregson f~ Long (1965) is tangential both in 

its analytical approach and substantive concern .. Multi-dimensional 

scaling (Kruskal's (1964a) method of o:ptimizing goodness of fit to 

a non-metric hypothesis) was aJiplied to the pooled. over-all 

similarity :i:esponses made by high achool students to a set of 

pictures presented pairwise in ~er!l;lrate pacing conditions. 

weighting was shown to vary with change in level of paci:ngo 

Dimensional 

A significant aspect of this inveistigation (apart from the break 

with traditional scaling methods) is the treatment of emergent 

dimensionality as a contextually circumscribed datum relatable to 

operaticmally sr)eci:fied; manipulable conditions• The implicatio:n that 

treating it as such ca,n provide functional associates germane to 

1. Bate 9 s ( 1956) reanalysis of learning data :revea.ls just how unreal 
such group values may be. 
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particmlar att::dbute being scaled 9 and a possible omission of those 

dime:ra;lion.s which relate to only eome stimuli or arrange the stimuli 

in a dichotomous or other simple order.. A multi-method aJproach 

:i.s advocated (multi-dimensi.omil scaling, object-sorting :routines, 

and 9 role concept repertory tErnt' ) • 

A :further aspect of the new methodology is tha.t it entails an, 

'4'<6 yet, 1.mana.lyzed conceptual diapl<a.cement., A dimension is only 

shown to t~xist because it contributes tci the task of judging 

1 01nllr·-all liilimilarity 1 ( or some simile of this) among the stimuli. 

Kluv¢;,r•s (1933) notion of' selective similarity su.c;gesta that thie 

may involve their being rendered similar by sortie coding o:perf1tion 

as much as it does an ac1uivalence :forced by the stimulaticin as suoh., 

Whether psychological eimilarity 

or perceptually derived or as some corripo:;;ite of 'tmth sources, it is 

qualitatively removed from the affectively toned impression 

previously investigated., 

Cow::eptua~ - I1ieta:es~·choloe;~.c~ 

An:; discussion of clifferentiation 1irocedure inevitably turns 

upon the problem of stimulus descriJition. Until quite recently 9 

it rrn\d become almost traditional. (particularly in the investigation 

of' learning) to a.ssmne that while resr,-onse is to some internal 

represtrntation of t}Je obj~ct, derivation ,1nd delineation of the 



test models of learning (ami the felt l'Hi"cd for a formally £Adequate 

theory of perception) brought the realization thl:l.t • stimulus 9 

could no longer be t1·eated as a primitive te:rm. 

'lrhe long-standing idea that any complex stimulus may be 

some magnitude or value, was explicitly stated by Boring ( 1942) • 

'IA stone ie shape, colour, weight and kind of substance 
in com:plicated relation. When such descriptive ultime.tes 
are general properties which can vary continuously or 
discretely, wh@n they are, in short, paramet~rrs 9 they muy, 
if one chooses, be called attributes of the object in 
question. 9 

These assumptions hi.tve been elaborated upon, and utilized by, 

rno:st subsequent investigatore of conceptual learning and of stimulus 

idtmtifica.tion (preeminently, Hovland (1952) and Bruner et al (1956)). 

A set-theoretic analysis of dei:-1cription which extends this 

system o:f notation has been develop:;ld by Hunt ( 1962). Any object is 

coru:,eived as being locata\,le on a, particulHr dimension .n. , ira the 
1 

set of possible dimensions {n.i\, ;i .. "' 1 ••• n. 1'hia description 

space n. (ariy point of which is specifiable by a. coordinate statement 

in terms of positions on ea.ch of the rt.
1

) is thought of as a 

revr·esen.tation of all conceivable descriptior.11::;, li'lnd discriminations 

An actual description is represented by a. .set of pa:rtitio:ne and 

selections of possible d.imensions { Di~ , i "' 1 e 0 .j, j '.": n. {my 

object falling into equivalence category v of partiti.on Di is srdd. 



to have value v on dimension i. The description of an object and 

the ob,jeot itself are distinguished by the establishment of a set 

of types of describable objects, It ie also recognised that 

relations betwe@n the values of d.i.mensions can be used to define 

the value of a new (derived) dimension of an object, and a. derived 

set of descriptive statements construct~d from such derived dimensionso 

Another (but com:patibie) approach to description is that of 

Restle (1961). 

of objects .. 

He regards a dimension as a partition of the universe 

/A value is defined by one of the subsets in this 

partition, the set of objects having that value on that variable. 

Defining the stimulus in terms of the new, unexplained primitives, 

dimension and value, might be thought of as merely shifting the still 

u:neolved description problem to a lower level. 

permitting a more efficient collation of seemingly diverse research 

and theory, such formulations do clarit'y associated iasuei:i. 1 

F'or example, Hunt has pointed out that defining the sUmulue ae 

a composite of smaller, undefined elements indicates that it is seen 

as the analytically determined sum of its parts (in contrast to the 

Gestalts 1 conception of a structured whole). Empirical questions 

arf:J raised: What limits the description space ( (R), i.e., the 

observer's total ca.pa,city for n1ernory and sensory rece_ption)? Elnd, 

1. While each has a bearing on th;i.e inquiry, the 'state of the art• 
i.s such that one could only assume a conjecturally-based pos!tio:n 
vdth res:pect to ea.ch .. 
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more significantlyt what are the partition;s and selections con5tituting 

~Che obvious theoretical conuundrum is the 

explanatit)n of why such a. subset of elements should have assumed 

fm1ctional. value. 

l'he defi:ni tion of individual dirriensions, whether it is in terms 

of their conce:pt or their denotation (Church, 1958) ie not without 

difficulty for the experir,iente:r•., U:niquenese of the latter (upon 

which analytic :rite:rpretation is baaed) c1,u11mt be guaranteed. because 

identicnill stimulus orderings HDCr.i.bed to a m~t o! objficts may 

be com:dstent with logicr"llY disjoint descrir,tions .. 1 Yet the 

fum:::tional utility of any set of des;c:ription rules (derived from Ss' 

verbal reports arid/or implemented 1,ts of learning procedure) 

remains unknown i:n lieu of some such behavioure~lly der:i.ved reference; 

and where (as :ts typical) relational selection of a dense array of 

stimulus aspects ia mai.de by, or ri:;quired of', aesthetic resJJond,i,mt:s 9 

conceptU<'.il equivalence is :problematic. 

In this context 9 constitutive status of any collateral sensory 

This is in accord ~'dth the 

t:raditior1al but mi.sleading bifurcation o:f' :perception into measurable 

per:Lpheral processer;-; versus elusive inner central proeei;,tstH3, a legacy 

of such influeru::ies as the ear•ly Greek philosophical separation o:f an 

immutable rea_l and transient concI'E:te world., Locke• s distinction 

1. 
p:rocesse 



between primary and secondary quali.ties and the classical energy 

concept of stimulus. Much of the inter- 1;J.J1d intra ... person~l 

va.riabilit;y of such s111meory data is now rdtuationally accountable 

in terms of the ada:pta.tion effects of order 9 pB.ttern and. 11ooli:ng of 

stimulation (Helson, 1964), and inc:rea.rsing awareness of the extent 

of central and ef'fe:rent control of reoeptor activity (Edelber·g 9 1961) 

makes it difficult to sustain t.he notion that an effective stimulus 

can ever be a uniquely specifiable, um.vocal conatant. 

It is here assumed. tha.t consensus upon derived 9 1Senso:ri1y 

reducible dimensions may be achieved (subject to operative levels of 

c;;pecification, stimulus aoquainte:nce <"md comparative overt allocation 

of. objects thereto); that such experiential description~, even where 

grossly molar, may .still serve t1.s reactive bases; and that their a 

;priori consigrmie:nt to the to-be-forgotter1 realm of epiphenomena is 

likely to be stultifying. 

Interpretation o:f' the ubiquitous fact that p!i.n'•5ons ai::.cribe value 

to these descriptive bases and/or artistic stimuli in their perceptual 

entireJ,y has been the subject of a long-~tanding dispute. One 

ext:r('.lme thesis, lineally descended. from the Fla.tonic Ideal theory, 

asserts that valuative concepts suoh ae 'beauty' and 9goodne.ss 0 

predicate of art objecte an irreducible and unreservedly objective 

quality.. Discernible variants include not onl.y this common sense 



a pe:rceptibl(:J quality of precisely the same order• as 1 redness t o.r• 

•rounctne::,,s', but ~loore's (1903) •quality'; which, while in some 

unanalyzed way still dependent upon such descriptive a-1:1pects, is in 

:i.ts postulated essence nonst;,Elnsory and .nonri.atu:ral; and Joad.'e.s ( '1929) 

unqualified value that is 'independent, self-sufficient o e. and a 

real and unique factor the universe'. 

Antithetical subjectivist views also vary in their IJNlCi5e 

com:::er,tion of an organismicly localized attifaide but they all hold 

that the character of a. value ia never determined as a property 

:resident in an ind.1;,rpe:mient object. Articulated by the Epicu:rea..~a, 

this position includes among its notable aesthetic protagonists, 

Tolstoy, Croce and Santayana.. In his characte:dzation of beauty a:s 

'pleasure regarded as the cruality o;f a thing•, Sa:nh.yana ( 1896) has 

been the most influrrnti.e.l. Affect, bodily in ori.gin, is 

'objectified• by a psychological process of projection; 'beauty is 

no moi•e than human d€'1sire pleasEad by satisfyiri..g itself in outer 

:reference.• 

Cast in such abeolute terms, both :positions clearly entail an 

assertion of faith. 

view is tenable. 

lt here assumed that only a relati.vistic 

Allusion hc'ls alrea.dy been ma.de to the complex 

environmenh.l-organismic relations that mu.et now be presumed to 

cemstitute perceptual behavicrur. Analogously, disputants implicit 

and affective an affinity 



consistent with Urn facts that on the one hand cases can be ruad.e for 

the simultaneous mediation by sensory receptors of 'both sensory and 

affective processes (Youn,~ t 1959) t and th~ predictability of 

af":f',tctive responses from a lmowledge of stimulus variables (Guilford 

and Smith, 1959 et al), while on the other hand 11 affects having 

dsllfinih physiological loci demo:wstrably determine the p:roduot of 

pz•eviouisly presumed sensory processes (McClelland and Atkinson, 1948 

et al)~ 

rende:r·s inapplica.bl~i the pr:1.nciple of de, gu!l'ltibus non est dis1:;uta.ndum, 

the obtained extent o:f an c1.t least moderate agreement between 

aesthetic reepondents being consistent with the present assumption 

that an emergent value response is the t:ransactio:na:ry product of 

evocationary etimulua aspects and that endowed by a pa:d;,icula.rly 

-~i ' .. "'l .. t 1 '"" sposeu ancl oa.pe.,..- e perc1.p1en • 

1. F'or e. recent expression of the dispute over the psychology of 
value .. between H.A.M. Gregson et al, and Sir Cyril Burt - see 
Gregson (1961b; 1962), Burt (1963), and Leijonhielm (1967), 



CON'rKKT OF PRO.SL.§!:1 

bveryday observation suggests that many people habitually 

comp,,u·e and evaluate art ob;jects on some bases more than upon others 

and that they may be oharacte:dzed a.coo:rdirig to this ::recurring order 

of :re:fere:nce .. Clne person may respond to paintings typically in 

terms of their ver;i.aimilitude and, in a decreasingly lesser extent 9 

the:tr subject, colour and compo.sition; with am:rthe:r 1 order in this 

respect might be :r•£nrex·i1>ed; while in a third case, it mig,;ht be 

uscr:i.bable to a quite different set of bases (say) spatial :repre-

1 sentation, chiaroscuro, calligraphy and texture. The ~0!outo:n 

and Helson finding ( 'l 956) that there can be oonside.rable variation 

i.n the exterit of' dimensior1al cont:ributio:n to total affective 

response is consonant with these assertions, ·bu·I:; their empirical 

status ha,:; yet to be systemat.ically exai11ined (although this will be 

treated. as given for the purpose of this .study), and explanation will 

be seen to be purely speculative,. 

F'ormal definitions have been stated in the preliminary but a 

discursive consideration of some possible analogue,1;; - variously 

la"belled •cue isalierwe• 9 'dimension criteriality' and •concept 

domi.mmce ordering' - may give body to the notion of crihirial 

ordering and also SUf;ltest likely determinant.:;,. 

'I. Introspective 
to assume an 
(Titchener, 1915). 

that such preferential bases tend 
prominence or 1at,tensity 1 
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The pare.llel with most o:f the studies cited hereafter has to be 

drt:iwn with considera.bl0 caution, however; for in them aspects of' 

the stimulus usually 15erve only as •cues' i.e .. , as ba.S<fJS for 1going 

beyond• by inferem:::e, whereas, in the context under study, they are 

likely to asst.une much triore tha.n a mcm1entary .signal atatus. Indeed, 

sustained examination of their intrinsic perceptual quality is their 

1 virtual raison d 9etre. Furthermore, comparison is being made with 

investigations in which validation feedback and/or reinfo:ccmnent 

consequence m.a:y not merely be 1xreaant hut the critical exper:l.rnental 

factor( s) , and this if, in aont:r•adistinction to the aesthf.itic 

situation which, conBistent vii th the tacitly assumed ge gustib~~ 

principle, ia char1;1cterized by the absence of an external cri te:rion 

( save in the weal,; sense of a previot.tsly inte:rnali~ed oo:naemrual 

valida.tion) and alao by an external incom:;equentia.1:tt,y of" ros,ponse. 

Limited inter-contextual aei;:reement ir; also iropl:Led by the common use 

of interstitial stimuli in cognitive research. Assignment to a 

relational dimension entails a~sessing across an ar!'ay of separate 

1. Cf. Gotshalk { 1947): 1 (The genuine aesthetic respondent) treats 
the work of art with the single-mindedness, se:riousne~,m, vigour 
and respect that the creative artist presumably bestowed u:pon it .. 
The object is the centre of experience; to per·ceive its 
intrinsic character energetically and fully is the sole aim; and 
eve:cyth:tng tangential or inhibitory of this ••• ie brushed aside 
as irrelevant and i:nconsequential in the persistent ,pur.suit of 
this aim.• 
While this is clearly a i1ormat:t ve rather than a descriptive 
account the emphasis upon an orientation largely purged of 
ulterior telic factors remains valid. 
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Ag~in ln contrast, an aesthetic respondent's 

allooatory scanning is accomplished within the physically indivisible 

surface of an object, the creation oi' which, moreover, may be 

rep:resented as a pre-eminent concern with per·ceptible unity or form 

(Fry 9 1920). 

1.l:he behaviour in question may fi.rst bf: broadly conceived as an 

instance of stimulus seleotiox1o This 8.SSU!'llii'H!ll that all crHerial 

baaet, of a.n evaluative response are dimensions of the psychological 

atiroulus 9 and that their :aecond-order selection is monotonic with 

that underlying the perception. 1Experime:nts on d1.scrimination 

lear:nin,.~ ( especially since those ot Lashley ancl Krechesky) have 

repeatedly demonstrated that the assemblage of dirnen.sioms conetituting 

a subject• a environment may be hierarch.:i.ca.lly ordered according to 

their 9 not::tcea.bility• or attention value. Trabaeso and Bower (1968) 

suggest that the attention value or saliency of a dimension depends 

on its relative weight in the context of its presentation and that 

this may be represented as a ratio of sampling probabilities (as in 

Luce I s ( 1959) choi.oe axiom). Where a'i ia the a.tt~ntion value of 
wi 

cue1 , the relative weight is defined as a.1 "'r,;;- which is to say 
J,1 j 

that a1 ie the probability that the subject samples dimen~ion i from 

the popu1~.'tion of N dimensions that he could notice. This may be 

of' some :su.bset (the 

actual 
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It i.s reasonable to f:i.:r.st assume that thi$ sequential Elampling 

of possible response bases o.rig1.nates in, and ia continually 

conditional upon, properties of the stimulus input,. In hts 

phenomenal analysis of preferred colour cues, Kat~ (1935) noted 

their eindr,ingl!~~ quality. They seem to have an •impressive• or 

figural property (Rubin, 1921). This i~ presumably stimulus-

bound in that ba.ckgrou:nd-co:ntrast arrangements me.ke a oue stand out. 

J\n experimental case in point il!'.l Hull's (1920) inoreaaing tho 

learning speed of Chinese characters by colouring the relevant 

radical in red thereby contrasting that oulf:1 with the black and white 

surround. Th.e J)hy:si.cal dif:ference between the values of a dimension 

would al.so b0 expected to determine the weight of a cue. C-oncept 

identification studies (Archer, 1962; Trab.:H3Ei0 1 1963; Imai and 

Garner, 1965) involving manipulated increSU!Jes in this variable reveal 

an accompanying increase in the speed of learning. The Imai and 

Garner :results also indicated that discrimination is mo~e likely to 

effect d.:i.meneion utilization where clas$ification is coxu:lt:rained. 

Hut the beh~w:tour of subjects respond:l.:ng to vertical pairs of 

dots ( varir"d by Imai and Garner in distance, orientation and 

position) is likely to be qua.litatively removed. from th;;it p:roducing 

and utilizing oateeo:d.<H, that 'bear upon stimuli as complex as (say) 

Seurat's An Afternoon at La Grande Jatte. D:lmensions of the latter ----·~ 
1:ire um.ch less given by immed:i.ate experience and any claesi.ficutory 



re.s:i,xmse appli,'ld in the ff.,oe of so ma.ny 11ote:ntially discriminable 

aspects is illi.J!'e probably a conce:ptually derivod way of grouping the 

stimuli. It is reat;onable 1 therefore, to seek for an explanation 

of prefer:ted rt~aponse bases in the basio nature of concepts~ 

Implicit in many cognitive studies has been the idea that an 

invariant dominance order of concepts could be demonstrated, It 

has also been frequently assumed that orderings derived from 

acqu:i.sitior1 and usage atud:tes would agree (subject to the conditions 

of their respect:1 ve invesUgati.on) • Early studies, typified by 

that of Huang ( 194.5), have been taken as establishing a genetically 

acquired bias towards employment of particular concepts. 

Heidbreder•s (1946 et seq) empirical orde:riri..g of object, number and 

form conce:pts according to their ease of acquisition was accounted 

for in tijrms of the degree of abstraction e.seociated with the concept 

type,. Subsequent studies of Dattman K lsrael (1952) and Grant et al 

( '19!}9 at aeq) indicate the possibility of per.oeptu~l confounding; 

introduction of viaual noise in the case of the former altering the 

order of attainment and use of. analytically defined stimuli in the 

caBe of th~ latter revealing stimulus scanning. A defic:tency of 

these :tnvest:LgationEJ, and of the more reca.nt Suchrnan R: Trabasso 

( 1966 et seq) genetic studies, is thd:r failure to exa111ine 

differences i:n the disc:riminal ease of d:lmensio:nal correlates that 

are peculia:r to the ex:r,erimental stimulus set• 
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apJ)l'oach is significant, however, i:n that inde1xmdent val:i.dation of 

the orig:Lnal assessment result a ( t:tia.dic variation of colour, form 

and size) was attempted by a subsequent implementation of discrimin~

tion ta.akt'h 

Comparative concept armly.sis takes the form of an attempt to 

find differences in acquisition and usage not only according to 

particular constituent properties but also as a function of the kind 

of structure governi.ng their interrelationship, Direct evidence 

thBt ease of learning varies with the mode of olassifica.tion was 

provided by the series of studies carried out by Sheph!l!.rd, Hovland 

8.: Jenkins ( 1961). Six different olv.ssificationa of stimuli varying 

in binary fashion a.long 3 dimensions were ttsed and error and time 

scores for their memorizing and so:rtirtg were cormnensurate with the 

increasing complexity of interaction involved. Sub.sequent 

e:xperimenl;a (Neiaser & Weene, 1962; Hunt I'~ Kreuter, 1962; Haygood 

:;< Bourne, ·1965) also demonstrate variations in the difficulty of 

rule-learn:tng aepects of conceptual behaviour although there is a 

suggestion that these me:.y diminik1h with continuous application. 

Generally epeakin.g, present relevance of' much of the dominance 

literature is lessax1ed by an experimental pre ... oocupation with 

narrowly de:f'in€Jd conce1)tr;;; characte:r.i.stically, these are nominal 

frnd non••J)robabili.stic clasL~es of .stimuli, frequently geometrical in 

dei3ign 9 and fully determined by one, or at rnost two, common 



(conjunctively-related) relevant attribuhs. More seriously, the 

bulk of reported orderings are based u:pon poolecl frequencies of 

concept uaae;~; direct as1'1i~H:;sriH::nt of individ:u1;J.l differences• 

procedural log:i.e and reliability., and, indeed t conceptual a.nalysi.s 

of the notion of diminance itself. are conspicuously absent. 

It may be assumed that att-$1.ining a ooncept entl;\ils perceiving 

relationS:hips between instances (Underwood, 19,5c:), and the ability 

to do this has been shown to be strongly related to the p:robability 

of' the ooou:rrence of :relevant associs~tive verbal :resporJ.SEHB to 

:instances (Underwood & Hichardson 9 1956). This probability would 

in ttirn be directly dependent upon the facility with which 

experience has been encoded into verbal d,"scription. ln resJ?ect 

of this, it is well know:n that the 1;,rune region of experience may be 

differentic1.lly codable in two languages (Rivers, 1901 et al) and it 

has been :recently demonstrated that differentially codal:>le regions 

of experience may obtain within one language and that cognitive 

d:i.ff'ere:ntiation \vill correspond to this (Brown €< Lenneberg, 1954). 

1t iis reasonable to suggeat, ther·ef ore, that the linguistic 

codability of dimensions (and the codability of distinctions among 

values) will in part determine the weight of their beha.vioural 

oontribution. Pertinent evidence is provided by Harris & Haber's 

(1963) study which ehows that encoding order and method relate to 

the i:,electivit;r of attention and. memory. 



The lexfoal availab:U:lty a-12,so<.dated with different sources of 

stimult,tion is best conceived as a mediating residuu1n of other 

determinants of their variable response potency., 1'::Xtent of extra-

stirnuJ:urs reference is likely to be one such deterniinarrt., lndi:reot 

indici:l.tions of this are provided by the experiments of Bru:nswi, 'k & 

Reiter (1938), Goodrww (195L}) 1 and Bruner, Goodnow ?,: Austin (19.56) 

on probabilistic and conjunctive categorizir'tg with multiple cues~ 

An obtained cue pref'erenc•.:l, at va:d.axwe wtth cue validity 

(resJJective eog.s:. brow1-height :i.n the catego:dzation of facial 

types; wiri,,g and 'tail in aircra:ft identification; and the t)ex of' 

a figure in c:o;njun.ctive categori2.ation. of thematic material) is 

interpretable as the 9 ca:rry over 9 influence ,>f familiar, previously 

useful, 'reiu-life' waJs of grouping (Bruner et al 1956) a Operative 

status of' trds factor would 'be conditional upon, but not necesmirily 

coord:ina:!.:e with the sum content of, elemental representation of a 

stimulus aspect. 

A number of co:nclutd.ons emerge fronl the foregoing .. 'f.he fact 

that it is largely analogical is syniptomatic of an abe.:ilute sparsity 

precise parallel i1G also i:o.<licative of a necesmary tempering of 

inference .. Mc>:reover, even with r•egard only to theix' conmion ground 

of citation - an a.·Vtempted ordering (or rr.1.anipulation oi' premis0d 

o:rde:ring) o:f response -· tht-: studies mentioned cannot be said 



to imequivocally establish enrpir:tcal findings. Apa.rt from 

lireitatione already noted, there is a crnmmo:n failure to define and 

sample order across the rnulti1>le values that dimensional aspects o;r 

categorical exemplars may assume in the domi:-:i.in of probable instanoes. 

Although their original datum remains partly suppoaitional, and 

functional relevance even in the 1-1articular context of study 

imperfectly explored, a number of determinants probably applicable 

A composite of .stimulus-

bou.nd and cognitively derived factors would seem to be operative. 



BACKGROUND OJ' THE 1:XPERlMI~NTAL VARIABLE 
«-Ti<¥>uw ~•---------------

The suggested determinants of crite:r.ial ordering a:re 

and constant - figure-ground di1,rcinotion; cumulative - extra-

availability; interactive - conceptual •concreteness' with lexical 

availability; adventitim.1s - physical discrimination), lmt they may, 

nevertlH';;less, be commonly concei:ved as variables that directly 

facilita:te or inhibit judgmental response. Heretofore, the 

evidence examined has largely borne upon. situationally s:peci:fiable 

variables that presumably collecti.vely determine ~m objective easf; 

of judgment~ A subjective correlate, (presumably) :reflecUng the 

a.lgebraicl;y summed values of .si.11 such variables, can be expected. 

Before examining ease of judgment as e. determi:na:nt of the degree to 

which dimer1sions 5e:r.ve as criteria in aesthetic respo:neee 9 a brief' 

conrparison with some related phenor11ena may help e~tablish conceptua.l 

F,;ase o:f judgment is only o.ne of a number of variables ¢1ependent 

upon the processes underlying •eettlei:nents of problematic situations' 

(Dewe;y, 1938) • In addition to the judgmental response itself, 

these im::lude the confidence or ce:rt;ainty of the ;judgment, associated. 

physiological effort, and the time recruired to p:rodtice it. 



Henceforth, th(:, :primary concern i~3 subjective ease of judgment• 

'1'hc complexity of both aesthetic stimuli and comJeptiJ :prohibits 

even a. mi:nima.l delineation of th~ properties likely t;o determine the 

object1ve co1rnterpt;.rt,. l!:!llpirical knowl1;;dge (:oncerning the p:•oposed 

sub;ject:lve variable is .neglig:i.ble. Bea.sured by a uni-directional 

weight-matchi.ng scale, variations in the felt ease or difficulty of 

judgments have ·been shown to be logarithndcly related to objective 

stimulus dU'fe;rern::ee ( i:n r,itch, loud:ne::,a and time inte:rvale) i?md 

to the g:roUJJ percentage of erroneous eatimutio:ns (Guilford & Cotzin, 

'1941). Difficulty, according to this socia.l criterion, has in 

turn been shown to be imre:rsely related to ratirlgs of co:nfidence 

Otarmer~ 'l92EI; Hertzman, ·1937). 

In the ab11:1ence of additions.l pertinent evidence, it hai:; been 

assumed (c.f. Jolmson, 1955) that a synonomity of designation obtains 

bet111een 'judgmental-ease' and 'confidence• ( about which ti-rnre is a 

co:nside:ra,ble body of' research u:nder 1;,sycho:physical c,!nditions), To 

that extent, relationships between the fc:m11er and tha objeotj.ve 

discri.minati()rt. and validity of a judgment would be I confirmed I and 

an inverse relationship with the time of ;Judgment suge;ested. 'J:he 

phenomena are not simply equatable, however, It would seem 

meaningful to sample for degree of sur1;mese only in a context whe:re 

inforwation :feedback <'.tnd l''Eid:nforce1::1ent are regular veridically

based, !'espo:nr:ie concomitants ( experimeri.tal irr11estigators have 



treated confidence reports as estimates o;f cue validity based on 

exr.1erhmce ( e .g • Bruner et al, 1956) , and :i:i; is known from aspiration 

irtud.ies that gene:r.·al confidence 

in situations ,seen as comparable to the pr€:se:nt one beiug faced 

It hr:i.s been already noted in a 

precedi~ section that these aspects are quite uncharacteristic of 

the ae:sthetic situation, an,d accord.ingl,y 9 the continuum of 

judgmental-ease is here preferred.. 

A co111:1truct of 'cc>gni ti va strain 1 t or presumed dependence upon 

memory and inference, h.as also bee.n tipplied by Bruner et al ( 1956) • 

As 1mea.sured' by an a priori analyeis of the degres of experimentally 

imposed harassment, th:ts is tantamount tt:, the notion of objective 

Apart from assuming a correspondence between the 

B .aiSses,;;ed potent:ie.l and S ;perceived and u.ti.1:1.z,ed cues for the 

appreci.i::itior1 of task ease, this preaun10sei;:, a specifiable environment 

and a tractable taxonomy. As already asserted, aesthetic a1rplication. 

in thfH5e respects is inconceivable .. 

Alternative methods of. 1objective 9 assessment, whether srut1pling 

:phy1$iological 'effort' (t~~g.s: mtmculfu• activity {Davis• 1938) and 

pa,1Nr1ax· skin resistance ( Frl'Jeman & Giese, 19J40)) or recording judgment 

t:1.me (Kellogg, 1931; F'ernberger & Irwin, 1932; Volkmann, 1934.) are 

procedurally cumbersome and conce:ptua.lly an1biguous. 

ease of judgment as the 

mor,t in the context .. O:f 
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the potential measures, the soo:i.al criterion ( c .f,. ll'ax·mer, 1928) is 

necet.:1Bnril;y inapplicable, as it entails logical c:riteria and is 

opaque with respect to the heterogeneoue i.ndividual values tha.t alone 

have subjective relevance, and inferring via a physical match (c.f. 

Guilfox·d & Cotdn, 1941) is not only experimenta.lly impracticable 

but would seem to re;present a cmnpounding of interpretative problems,. 

Self reports in the fo:rm of direct rating judgments a.re admittedly 

both primitive and problematic, psychometrically speaking, but they 

are peculiarly appropriate and convenient in the ease of this 

inquiry and are :preferred accordingly,. 



'.l'H.t':ORY 
-- ,, -!!.• 

Definitions 

i-;ubjective ease of judgment, having the status of rui 

intervening variable, is not amenable to direct operational 

32. 

s:pecifioation. :Re:fe:renee pointf:i delineating a. presumed :response 

continuum of J ... 1'} may nevertheless be auggested, and a direct 

parallel, and. thex>efo:re, set of potential measures, assumed in the 

overt judgment continuum. 

Zero point of the :response c0ntinuum is conceived as a 

neutral region between opposing qualities of e~ae and difficulty, 

fixed by the judgine; individual, and reflecting the prevailing norm 

or adaptation level of J-B1 • The positive threshold (Lp) or ease 

end of the continuum., is defined as that point at which the judge 

is :tn a state not noticeably different from that obtaining when 

there is no judgment task. The negative threshold iL? conceptualized 

as three distinguishRble and improbably coterminous values of 

difficulty: the extreme endpoint possible, the absolute negative 

threohold (Ln), as that coincident with the state obtaining when the 

criteria-handlirtg capacity of the judge is fully utilized; the 

potential negative threshold (Ln ) , as that coincident with th@ state 
a 

obtaining when the criterion i,u::ihieverm:;nt ;ts :fully utili~ed; and the 

oper1c1tive negative threshold (Ln '), which is that point coincident 
a 



with the state determined conjointly by :full utilization of 

criterion achievement and the actual conditions of task performance. 

The unit of this continuum is an issue resolvable by empirical 

operations with the judgmental counterpart. 

It is asserted that criterial values of J-l~ assume behavioural. 

relevance, not as a function of their absolute value 9 but according 

to their d.iscn~pancy f'rorn the values in the particular case of one 

t i .,,, th t t d f ' t 2 -,_ f J 1 ' i "'i d or o iter oi es a e 2~ erence poin s. Ttte o. owing spec~ e 

discrepancy is .ll.dopted as e. standard measure of J ... E; 

where 

k ( J:Ei ALje \ ( 
(J ___ E_i _____ AL_j_e)) 

1 

max 

k "" constant 

J-E, 
'.l. 

ALje 

tr 

mean judgmental ease on the 1th criterion 

general adaptation level of J~E 

variability of J-E judgments 

maxirnum possible value within the given empirical 

constraints 
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Jncioms;.i 

1,. Any judge's overall af;fect:1:ve response ( 2P 
O

) to a 

multiva:date stimulus is a behavioural summation of affective 

values associated with each dimension serving as a criterion 

t 
'> 

i "' 1 
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2. The component affective value ( 'If i) is a response to 

th0 criterion as a dimensio:n of stimulation ( ·tsi) the effective 

value of which is conditional upon a weighting value :.t'oI' that 

,3. There are differences in the respective J-E discrepancy 

values of the criteria for the 1r' 
0 

judgment. 

4. The °'· weight :i.s conditional upon the discrepancy (J-1.D) 
l, 

value for the cri teriol'1 suoh that 

where G "' some real value on the J-1!; continuum 

indicating AL is a range 

E "' some :real value on the J-E cont:i.nuum at which 

affect associated with di is maxirrial 



the /Ji/ di relationship 

K ~ constant ex:r,N·ssLng the relationship of ·the 

(9_. "' 
l. 

o, when di.::: G 

D ( di - 0 ) , when. f '7 di -;,, e 
( .6. E -K D. ( di - E ) ) t 

+ __! jf3., _ a. n > 1 ... L, 1 ,JI 

,j - l 

,j I- i 

when d. > E 
1 

,5. A criterion, the use of' which arouse,s & c(i value pos:ltive 

in af:fecti ve quality, :receives commensurate positive relnt·orcement 

i.e. the :subsequent Y / f. relationship is mor® likely and/or 
0 J. 

stronger; a criterion, the use of which arouses a C(. value 
l. 

negative in affective quality• :receives comm1.,msurate n1:;gative 

reinforcemer.t; a.nd, the probability and/or strength of the ·'f., / 1f. 
0 1 

relationship, whl';ere use oi the 1th criterion has been associated 

with indifferent affect, is intermediate between the values of the 

fi:ret two ciises. 



A;\ (l)(j)(k) (dt" d' ,. :;l • i 
f. d'jk ) ... 

ct ik l.R Jk 

A4a (i)(j)(k) (dt cit ::;) 0:: • 1 "" C{ .k ) 
:Lk jk l.~ J • 

b (d t > 
ik d'jk ::) C( '\, ::> C{ik ) 

J .. '. 

A!:ia (i)(j)(o)(k)(k+1) ( «ik })ik 
• ") 'ff. • Ys .. r:;. c( • "' .Lr • ~ik ;!''! .::> :Ht ,,M Ji~ 

b ( C( ik 



e;,: 

Inter-dimensional case:;, 

D1a 

b d' ik > d' jk 

Intra-dimensional case: 

6 
"" Ry,jk+1/fok+1 

D3a&:b If d' "' d 9 .-i.-( _ ·'l) obta.1.ns. there is at least some J-E ik ,Jr. or ,:i • 

increment ( O!' decreiw::mt) to the requ:tred criterion such that 

R'fik/ ''fo "" R~ik (or
9 

il) /lf o becomes (say) Rylk+1/'fo>R-(ik+1(or,il+1)/1f'o• 

Similarly, complete reversals of relationship would follow upcm selective 

manipulation of d 9 values. 

1. Adaptation levels have been revealed in all fortt1s of behaviour 

whether sensory• motor, or cognitive verbal in nature (HelsCJn, 1964) • 

2. J.\.n altern~tive formulation (of 'behavioural :relevance 9 ) 9 

assuming that i;he notion of a.n AL is inapplicable to the present context t 

could simply be: I J:i. - L j • 
l. I> 

;i. A 1 asserts the multidimensionali.ty of e1esthet:tc response 
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(See Beardsley, 1958; Parker, 1926; Guil£ord, 1934; nouton and 

Helson, 1956; ®t al, and. 'Background' above). 'Behavioural 

sumnmtion' is assumed to be consistent with the additivity model 

(See Helson, 1964; and 'Background' above). 

A2 indicates that the relative affective value of the 

experiential oorr~late of a stimulus dimension is expected to be a 

determinant of its or;i,terial status. The starting point of most 

aesthetic inqui:t·y has been the conv:iction that the stimulus 

constitution of an art object is the outcome of an evocative intent 

(3ee Fechner, 187(i; Seurat, 18909 Kandinsky, 1912; Klee, 1924; 

t)t al); and, the functional dependence of a.f.feotive res:ponses 

upon aesthetic stimulus variable$ has been experimentally demonstrated 

(flee Lundholm, 1921; Guilford et al, 1934 et seq; Mouton & Helsm1., 

1956; schaie, 1961; HelBon, 1964; et al, and 'Background' above). 

A3 asserts tlrnt the inferred composite of stimulue ... bow1d and 

cognitively derived determinants of ,judgmental-ease (See 'Context of 

Problen1 1 above, and sundry ref(')rem:::es cited therein) is i:n fact 

operative. 

A41 the (3 coefficients ex1Jre.ss di~crepancy-from-level a.ffectivity, 

the linearity of slopes and symmetry about At be:lng assurned.1 (for the 

SEike of expedience) ; y is meant to signify the behavioural signi:ficanee 

1. It is expected that there will be p.rogression :from a positive to a 
negative asymmetry (through that specified) as a function of 
prolongation of response p0:rfor111ance - subsequent to original 
naivety - in relation to a given set 1':lf stirmili. 



of rela.tive :ra.ther than absolute (3 Values. 

Graphically: 

+ 

0 

It may be that c( i is linearly depende.n.t upon di• but 

Bupporting the axiomatically ~pecified discrepancy-from-level 

relationship ie the following semi-intuitive ~gu.ment (f':rom which 

it was originally derived): 

A positive linea.r dunotion is belied by the r•elative absence 

of logi0ally implied preferences for simple, element1;Il stimuli 

(i.e. extreme positive discrepancies from AL of J-E connote 

trivia). Neither does an aesthetic respondent, generally 

speakirJ.g, approach demanding judgment ta$ks as assumption of 

a negative linear function req_uirets (i .. e. extreme negative 

discrepancies entail discomfort). However, evocation of 

from AL; such positive departures frnm tht:Y ueual may b!i:l 



subjectively regarded as 'rsurJJrisingly easy• and their 

negative counterpart as I oha.1le;ng:i.ng • • 

But the axiom may also be interpreted as an instance of the 

general discre_pa:ncy-from-level formulation advanced by McClelland

Clark (1953) to account for the hedonic tone of' sensory stimulation: 

affect is not to be regarded simply as a :t'unction of increasing 

:l.ntenai.ty of stimulation but always in. terms of the discrepancy o:f 

stimulation from adaptation level; smaJ.1 variations frmn level 

- conceived l'lS a.n 'expectation• ... a.r0 held to be pleasant, large 

variations unpleasant; and, motives should derive from the pairing 

of cues with this affect. While there vmuld seern to be cases 

where po.siti.ve as well ;;i.s negative affect apparently increases 

without limit, this formulation has been shown to apply to pre:fer

e:rices for colour (George f;,; Bonney, 1956 et seq) and temperature 

(Ha.ber 9 1958) Hnd. has also been used to explain attention-compelling 

stimuli in both sensory and cognitive phenomena (Peak, 1955). 

A5 entails a notion of internal response-produced stimuli• 

presumably as conceptualized by Hull (1943), Miller (19.51), et al. 

Cue status and pairing with the conditions that produce affective 

arou6al is further aaeumed (McClelland & Cle.rk, 1953). 

4. 'I'hreshold 1i.niitc1 and :progression to asymptote (respectively). 

5. D1 to D3 inclusive are logically given by modus ponendo 

:ponens and the law of hypothetical syllogieim. 

6. Predicting this relationship e.nd its changes is the 

de1:dderatum of this 
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AN M1PI1UCAL PHOBE: SOME MJl.'THODOLCGICAL DECISIONS 

A methodologically relevant distinction has usually been 

drawn between the oase in which the required responses are concerned 

with the relation between the stimulm11 and a specified attribute 

( 1Task A• (Coombs, 1952) or 1stimulws-centered approach• (Torgerson, 

1958)) and that in which the required rewponse concerns the relation 

between characteristics of the stimulus and the subject ('Task B' 

or 'response-centered approach' ) • 1-'er:fo:rce 9 the :present inquiry 

outs a.cross thls distinction; committed to both a relational 

conception of evaluatory responses and an expected functional 

relevance of dimeneionalized perception, one is here bound to 

consider- judgmental response as the :reflected variation of both the 

positior1 of stimuli on a common OPntinuum and an attitudinal component. 

A quantitative judgment approach, a.nd in :particular, use of the 

subj~Jctive-estimate method, is already indicated by the stated 

preference regarding assessment of the experimental variable. Andt 

if the assignment of judgments to a J-E rating scale is not to reflect 

merely circumambie.nt discriminal values, procedural impomition of 

•ir:relative' single-stimulus criterion tasks would seertt necessary. 

As the subjective ease and crite:rial :reference of relative choice 

judgments are not without substantive interest and may to some extent 

provide cross-procedural check, a composite of the methods of paired-



comparison and categorical rating would seem worth apply:i.ng even at 

the cost of some possible response interference. Response aberration 

due to fatigue; bortdom or pra.cti.ce effects and position preference 

will be ru.sumed to be controllable by randomizing assi.gnrrient of the 

relative spatial .;l.nd temporal membex•s of each stimulus pair. 

Intrusion of a serial learned response pattern is highly probable but 

it is reasonable to expect that the quite onerous task load oonseque:nt 

upon ;presentation of ea.oh st:1.mulue pair will inhibit memo:rizatio:n. 

Because it is undesix•able to juxta.pooa implementation of the 

separate primary tasks of determining attributive criterion and over

all evaluatory response values, ruid assessment o;f any subjective 

utiliZ:iJl.tion ( i11 oontra ... distinoti.o:n to a protocol-derived scale 

protruii!'iion) of the former - where procedurally specified and in the 

production of a •tota.1 1 resrmnse - is also required, there is an 

apparent need to devote a trial series (one complete paired comparison 

sequence) to each of' the primary tasks and in the order just considered. 

Another, and prior, trial series is the corollary of a circumstantial 

constraint that sar1pled groups of re$pondents constitute naturally 

a6aembled collectives. Given corresJ>ondence with the post-cr:1.teri.on 

(and -manipulation) trial series, thie would afford appraisal not 

only of the extent of departure from pre-experimental smnpling 

equivalence but aleo the possibility of an experimentally induced 

resprmse shift in Rti/lf
0 

• 

In choosing the ola..i:;s of stimuli to 'be judged; the exp~rimenter 



actual aesthetic objects or he may constri..u:it materia.l&:J GJlecifiely 

for the pu.rposes of study. The obvious advantages of using 

artificial sti.n'iuli ie that they enable ind.ependent identification, 

measurement 9 and even manipulation of the bases of conceptual 

classes. While specification of the effective stimulus is 

eo:m::iei:vable where simple visual figures are being used, the complexity 

of genuine artifacts prohibits this .. 

pertinent given the see~ingly chaotic medley of dimensions and values 

that may const:ltute the objects customarily confronting aesthetic 

respondents. Moreover, relatability to previous research imd the 

potential generality of findings are enhanced by the ohoic~ of actual 

art objects as the array of instances to he judged. 

Conrparat:tve and categorical response classes have already been 

indicated. In decidi:i:i-i;s thei.r precise quality tor each primary 

judgment task, a common underlying intensitive continuum, or, at least, 

cot:iipatible continua• together with satisfaction of the cr:l.teria of 

•real-life' appropriatene$$ and, in the case of the total evaluation 

task, a probability that individual affective arousal is represented, 

are deemed to be the relevant requirements. 

dislike' are accordingly chosen aa the reepective indices of total 

evaltu:..tion. 
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ESTIMATING VALUES OF THB EXP111lMi:NTAL VARIJ.\J3LE 1: _. --.:t.,,,.....M :1:a.:., "' 

Matrix I show~ the hypothesized relationships betwEien four 

variables preaumad to correlate with, and therefore refleott values 

of the theorized response oontinumn of J-E. These part;i.,cular 

indices are chosen both on construct ground$ and because of their 

accessibility to measurement in the present experiment. As a 

fi:ret approximation, linear:l.ty is aseumed to obtain i:n l!all oases. 

n has been assumed th.,i_t reference points delineating the 

response continuum of J-E, s.s theoretically specified above, have 

a direct parallel in the overt judgment continuum., Rer.,orted 

subjective e.stimations of judgmeri.tal-ease should, prime. fa.cie· , be 

accorded interpretive priority over indir~ct, 'behavioural' 

However, evidence reported below, shows the.t mar1y Se use of 

the J-E rating ecale has been the subject of gross peturbation and 

the assumption of a simple response-report equivalence must be 

deemed untenable in at least thellil@ oases. 

1~ Additional measurement decision issues are indicated un~er 
• .Resulte' • 
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Neiyiertheless, reported J-k; is distinguished from the other 

postub:ted correlates in that it may be expected to subsunie all 

apprehended internal and exte1·1rn.l oonditions whioh dispose in the 

individual feelings of ease or difficulty during performance of 

the judgment ta.sk.. Meaiaurea of discrimination should merely 

reflect inter-stimulus differences, equivocation little more than 

antagonistic implicit reactions and so on, whereas, the respondent 

i.,, unlikely (phenomenally) to partial euc:h response J-Ji} dete:r-minants, 

i.rnd their behaviou:r~l derivative, if any, should also be furiction!i'!lly 

related to the ::resultant of their sumniation or interaction$ 

While it is 1'~' s concern to differenti~.te in just this way, fine,1 

evaluato:ry deciaions concerning estimates of the e:xpe:rimerttal variable 

ought t where values obtained by the remainirtg measures are being 

considered., take into account their posfiiiibly limited component status 

as effective indices. 

•J~he usefulness of additional riHiH:l.sures, even when they entail 

some displacement and/or s:r,ecii'icity of conceptual reference, becomes 

~.pparent when one conaicters the problem of Ii:' s fundamental, and in 

their al,senoe, intractable, ignorance com:::erning the precise location 

of the :adaptation level. of J-E. Any subjective assessment of the 

ease er difficulty obhini.ng for a given judgment necessarily invol.vet., 'I 

as a second-order judgment 9 eome associated J-fu ve.lue of its own. 

The contribution of thi.s value to :prevailing level mi.ght reaaoru:,bly be 
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counterparts. Of course, tht;;J problem is only agg;ravated when 

differences in available responst!l time ere procedurally imposed 

across tasks and/or Ss as they have Oi;;lf.m in the pr1;sent study. 

Discrimination 

Discrimination is here defi:rwd as the mean difference between 

task variable values subjectively attributed to those objects 

constituting; the given sstimulus set ( estimate of the physical 

counterpart is pr~oluded by the complexity ot aesthetic stimuli)~ 

Studiee of both psychophysical and affective behaviour have 

:repea:tedly demonstra.ted that the time required to produce a 

judgment is an inverse function of the respective objective and 

subjective 'distances' between the stimuli to be judged; confiderice 

ratings have also been shown to be positively related to the former. 

Sirn:1.ltlrly • it is antici:pated Uu,t respo.nee J-E - a :presumed correlate 

of both the above variables - is functionally deJJendent upon inter

stimulus differences. Indeed, Archer et al (1955) ha.ve suggested 

that differences between attributes in ease of concept learn:i.rig are 

essentially due to differences in discrimination. 

An 1.mueul:;\l aapeot of' the present study is that isubjeotive 

estimates of disorimination itaelf have also been collected. Ss 

we.re required to rate the ease of all choice ,judgment~ and values 

thus achieved. would be expected to reflect the inter-etimulus 

difference associated with each choice., 



I'.iXtraction of a variability statistic from the Sfyt of task 

variable judgments is assumed to provide anoth0r i11dice of 

discrimination of eim:i.lar conceptual reference to that stipulated 

above (c.f. Wilson & Gregson, 1967) and, where it has been stand

ardized with respect to corresponding values o:f a S's preceding 

scales, the :r·esulti:ng value is regax·d~d iu-J an esti.rnate of the task 

scale's •arllplitude• • 

!'l.'!.i vocation 

Equivocation is defined as an inconsietent change i.n judgment 

upon repetition of a. stimulus. 

1t is presumed to be either the effect of a random response 

strategy or :response competition Md, in either ce.se, to entail 

f~lt difficulty. '!'hat is, an inverse :relationship between equivoca-

tion and ease of judgment is expected. '11wo prev:i.ous findings have 

at least indirect relevance: :Blumenfeld ( 1931) observed an associa ... 

tion between overt oscillation (•.schwanken•), as reflected in 

manipulative expression required by the :particular judgment task, 

and subjective doubt inferred on the basis of introspective reports; 

imd, Osgood et al ( 1957) reported a :poaitive co:rrelf.1.tion between 

mean response latencies in the scE1ling of concepts and associated 

reversal frequ$ncies. 
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'1".ae present m1:H,.1:mre. of equivooe.tion derives from application 

of the formula I ( A - cd), where b i.s the diffeNi:nce with respect 
n-1 

to sign between value-us ~1ss:igned to members of any successive pair 

o:f n :re:petiti.ous judgmental series, where ed. is the algebraic average 

of the .1:-, s, ( eubtrriction of cd froJ!l each A :ls e.lso algebr•aic but 

the resulting modulus values itre used :for the purpose of scoring 

sum L. ) and t where n is the tot~l number of judgments constituting a 

given series. 

In its taking into account the direction of the difference, 

this measure complies with definiUon as it represents an attempt to 

exclude change other than simple reversal or osoillat:ton. What 

may in fact be systematic increments or decrements in values of the 

ta.ek va.:dable would otherw;l.se be :positively scored as equivocation 

and this is clearly inapp.1.~opriate. Ne:V ,ertheless, specification 

of the frequency of different responses of like direction assumed to 

co11<l.ti'tute actual trend remains an unsatisfactorily arbitrary 

:p:roc edure • Similarly pro'blfjmatic is the question of when minor 

variations i:n the response to any given stimulus cease to be 

attributable l;o either variation i.n the :perception of the etimulua 

along the c<mtinuum or to variation in the location of response 

category boundaries along the continuum (that is, to •error 

variance•). 
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1>;xt:ra.n0ous cue dependency assoo:l.ated with use of thr1 J-E 

rating sc;s1.le is the final pre.sumea. correlate chosen for assessment 

in this stndy., This is the relationa'l·d.p between a prffviously 

macle, a.:nd. logicaJ.l_y unrelated, J•·E rating of a choice rec;ponse and 

that of each ,judgment concerning the individual pictures of the same 

correlation obtaining between theBe ree:pective sets of ratings., 

Such dependency, beirig concomitant with th~ J-11 rather than the 

ta.sk seal<!!,_ seems :perforce a more tenuous correlate of' responl'Se J-E. 

Yet, given the :proc~dur¾l.1 constraints c,n judgment time, any delay 

difficulty which wnl eummate with that d:L:rectly ai.1,scciated with 

preceding J-E 
1 

. ra.ti.ng offers a ritpid and decisive relei;ise from · c101ce 

this and the task. Intimately :related to the probability of such 

a :response l~1tenoy-reducing strategy's being utilized is the 

individual S's evaluation of the task per se .. Should thi/:il be 

indifferent or negative in tone it could conceintbly be activated 

in the absence of phenomenal difficulty and this would render 

invalid E's consideration of such fl. lilt.Hisure in this context. Cue 

dependenoyJ ., value.fJ i•e1rmin ue~ful, ho\i1ever I a.s posiJibly corrobox•ative 
' •-.!'.i 

evidence when compared with fJnd:tngt, cmicerning the other :i.1:ropoaed 
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No precise precedent of such a measure ie known (the procedure 

of juxtaposing conrparative and absolute ,judgment tf.ltf:ks together 

with the;ir respect,i va records of res_ponse is 1 :not i,;;urprird.ntrly • 

rare) but the inter:p:retation of extraneous <::\le dc:1pendency of ,J-E 

ratings aa a negative response J-.h; correlate rnay be seen a.fl a:n 

instance of a gene:tal principle of judgment ext:t:a.cte.ble from the 

experimental literature (Johnso:n, 1945; Coombs~ 1962; Gx•c;gson, 

1963,), namely: A~ a judgment cal.led for becomes more difficult so 

:ts there more likelihood of resort to a 1:'.!Ubstitute criterion. A 

recent e:;q:ierimental C.!:\Se in point iis the e:xpla:nat.ion of an appa"t'errl;. 

:i.nter-sens.ory effect of Ught upon taste as the result of such cue 

shift (Wi.1.so:n &: Gregson, 1967). 



Introduction ~~=--

being collection of information regarding the order and expo,!:mre 

time of stimulus materi&ls and adequacy of the degx·ee of criterion 

specifici t;y- pr1.wided by E. 

However, the ex:periwent does bear directly cm the intra.

dimensional case of the theory: it is aJ;,SUhiE'ld. thot tf ;;,.ny indivi

o.ua1 x ho.e'> 19. more e-,pecified judgment criterion or• moro time tn 

i.ndividmi.l y1 thtm individu.stl x ('Jhould mahe his jude;men-tlS more 

easily ( on ti1.-;'"t c:rHerio:n) thf1n i.ndiifidu.e.l y, ;,,.nd there shou.1d be, 

associated differences in the degree to which the individua.1s use 

the criterio11 (a etimulus din-.e.nsion) when malting an. overall 

re~;ponse to the stimulus; .RY'o/r'i is consi.dcred to be a function of' 

the weighted affective compcment recul:l.ar to the i th 
dimensiori of 

J-E stimulation, the relationc:;hip being that specified, by fl 

equations .. 

Subjects: 30 h igh-schc1ol students; r.H,J.es o:nly; modl'JJ age 

17 years, f.1.nd d.:i.vided into three groups of 12 1 10 9 at.id 8 Ss 

respectively., 



Stimuli 1 ; six colour slidEi:s of paintingiB (Corot - The 13:ridge 

Pink)., 

Two slides were used on an :tnt:t·oductory tr:.ln:L to fa.rrdlia.rize 

of :formo1 treatment. 'l'1rto 35 m.m. pro,jectorn Jn·ojected st::tmul:l in 

pn.irs ( side by side and s:tmultaneous1y). 

assembled groups as the~e were e.sedgn('Jd to th:r~e concttt;tons.. In 

~11 the oondi'tions there were three complete pai r,r.d compa:d.son 

sequencei., ( each 15 tri$.lS) r~.!".dom::l.z,ed. fo:r order, and bale.need fo:r 

position, of preaentHt:Lon. 

prei'~:r·ence 'between the two pi.ctures shown 1;1n.d like-diolik.e nine 

point scale ratj ngs of' each picture on the :first series of trials; 

1. .For full detidls of stimuli, instructions, a.no. E 9 s concept of 
fo:r.n1:1,ll treatment, isee Apper1dices., 

2. As ah·eady noted, circmrmtanti1c,,l a.v~.dluhilit;y of sub,jects 
prohibit{~(? im_plemen-tHtion of a design in which subjects are 
assigned randomly from 1:i. comMon population to the experiruant~1 
conditiona .. 
An a priori app:r·aistil suggests thei;i:· l'M,,PilOtive pa;reut popula
tions we.re at lei.u,t simHar; all ::rubjec'ts being Chrlst:chul'.'ch 
area University JD:ntrance and/or ScholaNmip candidates 
part:i.cipating ir, a se,!li-conscri1rted poat-exruoination group 
tour of the Cante:d:,u:r\y University Psychological La.l)oratories. 
Some r;-ret:est, obaervti.tionB, l{io:r.-e per·tinent to a.ssessme11t of 
their sirnihu:-ity I ar¢ll gi'lten in I Results' below., 



c:l'.'iterion satisfaction nine point t::icale ratinge on the second 

trial series; arid, prf}fe:rence an.d like-dislike judgments o.n the 

third series. Ss were instri.rnted. to rate each of these judgments, 

immedb.tely they were made t on a. nlne point Case of' (fl.tdgroent Scale 

symmetrically M.-pobr from • ~rx:t:remely ee'l.sy• t.hrough 'neither easy 

not• difficult• to 'ex:trernely difficult'. For tho :f:i.rst and last 

trial se.rj_es in all conditions, f;s had. 45 seconds fer each pi.cture 

J-E 9 e.nd 'r~edium J··E' Condition$ were allowed. 30 seconds pe:r 

pi<.:ture-pair for the m:i.d.dle -tr.ie.l $<51:ries, whereas 1 High J-1] 1 

Condit.ion Ss ha.d 115 seconds :po:c pictu:ce-pe.ir for the;lr formal 

treatment ,jndgrJ1t:1ttt.s c~J.so; and, while Low Condition [;l,:; were instructed 

to define th{,;? .notion of formal treatmiant for themselves 1 Medium and 

High Condition Se wex',:) given a definition of the concept of fornm.l 

tl·eatme:nt, shown exemplar,;; <1nd .non- ( or low) exemplars, arid informed 

of the respective eomd.etenc;y an<il. inco:nsi.ste:ncy of the.sa with the 

com:Hi::-rtual statements already provided (a fourth condition in which 

Ss would also have defined the c1•iterion of judgment fc,r thti1l)1;1elves 

and would have had 45 seco.ni,!s r0sponr:;e time per p:l.cture~•pa1.r on the 

middle tri~1 aeries - and wh.ich w;,:i.a requ.i.rod to dis1:lt1tangle possible 

t~pec;Lf:Lcity •· was not :i.mplemented owi.n2~ to unuvailB.bil:lty of Ss 9 

but its logical relevance is noted he:re for completeness),. 



~'he 8Xpc:c:l.JMmta1 design schematically eumma;dzed: 

Low J-1'] 
Condition 

Cc:mdition 
(not 
implemented) 

redimn J-E 
Condition 

High J-E 
Condition 

1 

4511 * 

4511 

trial series 

2 

Criterion 
choice, J-,E:Cr 

Criterion 
snt:isf'a~tion ,J-1\, 

~,1.~ 

3011 

,c 
,;,, defined 

1+511 

B defined 

3011 

E defined 

45" 
E defined. 

*""picture-pair response time 

3 

4511 
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w~sUL'l'~, AND DISCUSSION 

Introduction 

The use of both r1onpara.rnetric and parametric ata.t;l.stica.l tests 

:requires preliminary oomment. It will be noted that some of the 

response categories prov:1.ded in this experiment a.re at least 

seemingly isomorphic with the numerical system and that a:rithmeHcal 

operations have been performed on their obae:rvi~d use at the intra

i:ndi.vidual level; yetw wherever descriptions or inferences about 

any set of Se have l>een attempted, nonparametric techniques have 

been used ... The choice has been determined by the apprec:i,ably 

smaller size of these sample sets, the probability that they may be 

sampling observations from different :populations• ru1d the absence 

of at least an equal-interval scale representation of the dependent 

variable. Add to which the recognition that only pilot study data 

has been collected and the appropriateness rather than ap1)e.rent 

wastefulness of norrpar.a.raetric tests becomes more evident. For 

these reaaon.s the reported analyses will entail no seriou.s concern 

wi.th thG problem of estinia.ting population para1r,eters. 

Subject Omissio:p 

It was necessary to omit two 1;3ubjecte from all analyses. Onet 

Co:nditlon; 9 g:H S ' ... • High J-F~ 
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Coridi tion) , failed. to record choice J-E thr<Jughout thG entire 

experiment (because of a similar deficiency du:ring,the .Post M trial 

series, e.n.:,lyses pertaining to the same have, per:toroe, ignored 

S 5 (gH)). '.l'he other complete omission, a gH .S, failed to maintain 

a co:n:,;1:istent co:rrespondence betw,:1en response-booklet ·page number• and 

that of the :picture-presentatio:n and, as a coi:1eequencet his M trial 

series values were largely unidentifiable • 

.Sam;ple Equivalen£! 

Vihile trying to iivoid any s:pecioms a.ttrilm.tion of a measure 

of :reality to derived experimentl':1.1 values, a. first a.nalytic concern 

must be the question of whether or not the three independent sample 

groups can be regarded aa having originated from at least similar 

_po1iu1i'.tions. Tables I, 11 and III summarize data relevant to an 

assessme:rrt of their departures from equivalence prior to experir{jental 

t,irmipulntion aud provide, therefore, a set o:f baseline :indi.ces 

ufford:t:ng inter- arid intra-group compariso.mJ. 

To this end, consistency of ob$ervatio:nal treatment and choice 

of k-t·mrttple test h&.s been maintained across mea,sures in a manner 

not otherwise appropriate. Accordingly, both the Like-Dislike and 

Judgmtmtal,,,Ease ord.eringa reported i.n this and subsequent Tables are 

in fa.ct derived value$: parenthet:l.cally aeiaociated with the 

re&'rpective picture letter, these are lMledia.n rating scale score 

diacrepancies-frc>m-J\L expressed a.~ a ra.tio o:f scahi v~riance. In 

keap:l..ng with a.:n ada.ptatim1-level apJxroach, an estimate of th~ 



location of each individual AL was separately obtained. and used as 

'11reating the results in this way means 

less possibility of obscuring :i.ndividmd differences in scale usage. 

Similarly, derivation of a quotient i.e. weighting the individual 

S's discrepancy scc>re, is a step towards eliminating the effect of 

quasi-;Lnterva.1 scales. 

The AL itself ha_s been taken ae the geometric mean of all 

prec,iding same scalli!7 judgmfmts made in the expr::riment. As an 

opez.~a.tio:rw.1 definition thio assumes that each s•a experience 

therein is 1:JUch that adjustment to a :new AL is virtually complete 

even where pr&vious experience may have bean at variance with the 

estimated trend. Reason to respect this last possibility may be 

found not only in the ~lmost inevitably id.iosyncratic quality the 

stimulus aet would have for so111e Ss but also, in the case of J-ll; 

scale application, becau6e estimation for the first trial series 

:i.s based only on the probably relatively easy tusk of hedonic 

Use of a log transforme.tiot1 to yield psychologi.cal 

values is coneiatent t-~:lth the conception of judgmental-ease aa a 

subjective correlate of an objective variable or set thereof. 

But the corresponding implication for the variable of Like-.Oisliite 

.should 'be regarded as reflecting no more than the stated pre

occupation with consistency of tret1,tment. 
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associated with a stimulus in the course of its ~uccessive :prese:nta-

tions. 

When compared with their primary cou:r1t erparts t the J-E 

Low J=E Ss 
Pre-Mt 

l-4: 
Post-rt~ 

Med .J ... J!:; Ss 
Pre-M: 

M: 
Post-Mt 

H!¼sh J .. E Se 
Pre-M: 

M: 
Post-t-'l: 

makes this sufficiently 

J .. l!J values 
('!'able IV) 

.795 

J ... i; values 
(Table IV) 

.195 

.315 

.105 

.,351 

.160 

.210 

.,317 
,.275 
.152 

Primary vali-u,IJ!l 
(Table V) 

.. 130 

.060 

.,055 

Primary values 
(Table V) 

.052 
"16.5 
.049 

.. 0.55 

.024 

.029 

Q032 
.039 
.049 

clear. Id.entif'ication of trend ill this 

inter-prooedura.l J-E varia.tion is more difficult, however. Qnly 

3, aud Se 3, 5, 6, 8 and 9 judge in a manner 

compatible with the e.xpectation of a:ri associa.tion i:nc:remo:nt acrtH:18 
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Slightly more widei::ipread is an ap:pare:nt tendency 

(g
1 

Ss 1, 5, 9t 10, 1.1, gM Ss 2, 5, 6, 7, 8 ~md, possibly, S 2) 

for comparative and categorical task ;performances to be more disjoint 

during the manipulation trial series. But either suggestion of' 

trend is sta.tistioiall;y explicable as the effect of res;resision of 

change soores upon initial scores and supporting this possibility 

is tho high tJorrelation (.f'=.81 11 p < .. 01) between obte.ined Pre-M 

assooiaticms anrl obtained change in assoc:i.ations (M ... Pre-N) • The 

direction of apparent loetween~•group dif'f'a:rences subsequent to the 

Pre-.M trial series is a11!3o consistent with, and probably attributable 

to, d:U'fe:rence in initial status .. In th:i.s respect it is noteworthy 

that the group ord~ring suggested by the eatimated. central tendency 

of the :respective P:re-M task corre!Spondenoe matches that found 

The foregoing 

leads to the assertion that, in so far as J-li: task correspondence 

value~ generally are relatively low and (as seemingly) unstable, 

dif:fi.culty in response production and peturbatory ir1trusio:n in the 

use of the J-B scale are indicated., Certa:i.nly, veridical status of 

values thus achieved muat be in o.oubt but the possibility that 

coruparative and categorical usage may be differentiated in these 

respects prompt~ thei~ eepa:rate appraisal. 

Figiare l provides /Some insight into com1,1arative usage of the 

associated ~rith choice betwee:n pai.red pictures of different 



p!'efer•ence interval, :ts depicted for each condition. and trial seriet1>. 

It will be seen that preference interval is represented by pai:red 

sets within which there are successively larger differences in rank 

interval and between which ther~ is dirniniehit1g rank in preference 

The expectation is that, in so far as derivation is 

according to subjective stimulus differences, eaee of choice 

judgments ahould progressively increase within the paired sets. 

Inspection of' the median distributions obtaining for ea.oh 

group during the Pre- and Post-M trial series suggests substantiation 

of that hypothesized and thi~ may also be s~id Qt the g
1 

~s• M trial 

series values. However, it is during the M trial se.riee tha.t the 

tendency ia much less marked arid, indeed, :reversal apparent in some 

The fact that these subjects 

are on. this occasion having to choose stimuli in terms of an 

experimentally imposed ~riterion raises the possibility that in 

deriving picture rankings here E has forced the data, so to epeak 9 

and that it is their :relatively randort. origin which accounts for 

what is, in fact, a apu:ric:m.s suggestion of depax•ture from judgmental 

log:tc. This explanation is not sustained by the data, however. 

Comparing the :relevan.t eoefficients of consistency (Kendall, 1948) 

shows that during the M triiil series disproportionately fewer 

departures f.:roii unity 1 in s values actually obtained in the groups 

1. The lowest b value was • 75. 
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t4oreover 9 for 

both gM and gH Ss during the same trial aeries, the median 

association between comparative and categorical primary judgments 

is significant (p-<: .05) and, if anything t higher than that of gL 

Se (Ta.ble V) and this is clearly incompatible with the notion ot a 

chance stimulus ordering. 

Assuming that both particular sets of J-E and :ranking values 

ca.n be c:redi ted with extra ... statistical signU'icance, one would 

seem bound to interpret this exceptional judging 'behaviour as 

symptomatic of a qualitative change in J•E scale conetraints 

contiguous .,,i th experimental manii:mlation. 

important to exarriine ca.tegorioa.1 J-E usage. 

It therefore, becomes 

The stirnulus di.sta.neea :plotted in Figure I are subjectively 

rather than physically established, being affectively ... as well as, 

presumably, sensorily (M trial series) - determined, One would 

also expect judgmental-ease to be a direct function of the affective 

reaction to stimuli considered one at a time. It would seem 

reasonable to infer from Figure I that thia was not generally so 

for, according to the plotted median distributions, the ease of 

choice does not change sy®tematica.lly as the particular picture 

ranks diminish (com:paring pairs o:f. equal interval). But previous 

findings (Nakashima., 1909; :Potter et al, 1914; Dashiell, 1937) 

concerning the accepted correlate of judgment time and its deter

mination via the affective component of ~ aingle stiniulus argue for 



:l.s a JJlot of the relevant (l,-D, J-E) ea.teg,,rical valtHihse It will 

be seen that the bulk of Ss (gL (II i) .., I, lI, III, V, Vl, VII!, 

IX, XI; gM (II ii) - II, Ill, IV' VI VI; gH (II iii) ... V' VI, vn. 
IX) find it easier to judge stimuli the more they evoke extreme 

a.ffeot (irra.spective of its quality),. A positive linear relation-

ship in three cae~s (g8 Ss 1 9 I! and VIII) and its negative counter• 

part in one (gM S VIII) a~e the only clearly discernible exceptions 

to this a.f.fective polarization/judgmental.,.ease association, 

extraneous cue dependency (see 1Methodologica1 Decisions• .above) 

evidence for which may be gleaned from Table VI. 

:proport:i.on of Ss -

gL gM gH 

Pre--M: .636 ,.363 367: ,, :;) 

M~ .50 • .50 ,50 
:Post-Mi .56 ,.50 .375 

An appreciable 

- show a statistically significant (p-<:: .05) product moment correla

tion between the rated ease of ohoice judgments and that concerning 

the left- o:r right-hand individual pictures of the respec:ti.ve paira. 

ln the casia of gL .Ss 2 and 8, St,1 S 8 t a.nd gH s 2 9 categorical 

~ssig:mnant o:f J ... E values would appear to be largely ch:1termined by 

this depe:ndericy • In many other subjects th:ts influence 1.s likely 



which is established by a. logically qu:lte adventitious prior 

discrimination value. 

68. 

It would seem evident that the JME scale is subject to a real 

and structured intrusion tht,t 'perturbs• (Cattell, 1964) because it 

very probably distorts and obscures true behavioural values., 

Although :relatively widec,;p:read, variation :respecUng both ;indivi

dual Ss and trial series indicates a complex interaction or 

observer• situation and inotrument factors. 

this :phenomenon maims more pertinent ru:ry data entailiug the addi.,. 

B,e$~onee J-E Correlates 

Matrix II shows the observed interrelationships of response 

Values given are Spearman Rank Correlation 

Coefficie:nte based on an over ... all pool of Ss' (N:::28) scores obtaining 

duri.ng the Manipulation trial se:ries • 1 It will be seen that only 

the degree of observed association is represented. No attempt has 

been made to test fo;r si.gnifican.ce because (i) the computated scores 

have not been randomly dra:wn from a cormnon popule.tion and (ii) the 

:resulting levels i:o. the present case ot(~)intereo:rrela.tiona would be 

largely meaningles6, the probability of Type I errora being heightened 

and derivation of statistically dependent values ine$Capable. 

1., Delta is to be read 8.S 'difference with respect to ... o, 



Oompiirison wi.th Matrix I suggests that predictions concerning 

the direction of the i:nterrelationshi:i:ili:i are t in these data, 

eubetimtia.ted save tor the EiCd (defin:i.te exception) and V/Cd, 

DfOd cases (probable exoeptiona). Common to these excepti.ons is the 

Cue De:peri.dency variable and its correlate status must therefore be 

seriously doubted. 

Associati.ons between rema:l.ning correlate pai:rs appear to be 

only moderate in t11trength ( in particular 9 ·the conceptual br«'il.cketing 

of discrimination and variability is aeemi:ngly unjust:t:f'ied). To 

some extent this is acceptable in the light of the construct notion 

that co:l'relate values may :reflect separate response J--E determinants. 

It may also be attributed to a systematically unrepresentative 

sampling of the possible range of population ranks (for all 

variables in ao far aa they are actual correlates). It w:111 be 

seen (e.g. l.i'ig. VIII) that there is a general, presunm.bly procedurally

induced• disposition Qf Judgmental. J-E0r values towards the Ln' 

threshold and, assuming their distribution is in faot aymptoma.tio of 

the suggested bias, one would consider it to have lowered present 

coefficient valuee. 

Figure III represents pooled data concerning concurrent values 

o:f hypothesized response ,J ... E correlates obtaining for the .respective 

judgment ta.skis and trial series. Exce:pting eq1.1ivocation, all 

correlates are represented by their absolute i.e. logically 1>osei'ble 

scale. t.:,:;eventy-five per cent tl"Uncat:ton o:f the equivocation scale 
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wa.s required to ensure that a,1-"dft d:i.tferenoes would be graphically 

evident. }i'or the same reason of •readl';ll.bility' • an otllerwiae 

:i.nappro:prit.;1.te continuous depiction of' the distribution of' correlate 

Yalue,s was adopted. 

Principal interest is the con.sietency of change observed in 

coTrelate values with that theoretically required. :Pattern of 

qualitative change, rather tha.n statistioal assessment of the 

i:!ignificance of quimtitative ,rariations 1 is sufficiently indicative. 

Values cbtai.ninz in the sets of pot3itive a:nd negative correlates 

~:.tre expected to vary i:n an opposed but internally conaistent manner. 

Considering onl;y primary or first-orcler task findings ( the 

case in which values of all correlates are ascertainable) the 

pattern of apparent change in Figure III may be schematically 

sunuria:r:ized :-

tow J-E Ss Med. J-E Se High J ... ;E 

Positive ~J-E: + + + 
correlates D + + + 

V : + .., + + 

Negative E "' + + 
correlates Cd + + + 

It will be seen that the quality of change in all po6itive 

Sti:! 

groups of Sa. Change i:n one negative correlate 9 equivocation, ie 

cor1siste:ntly in the op:posed direction~ An &J)parent ~.bsence of 

as grossly at 
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variance because the decrements of positive counterparts are of 

negligible magnitude. Variations in cue dependency, however, are 

more capricious; on the evidence of' these e.stlmates of central 

tendency, doubt must be case upon the actuality of its col'relation 

interrelationships would appear to have been confirmed. 

Exrieotationa concerning conc.iur:rent values of the three 

001•relates accese:i.ble i;o measurement across all judgment tasks 

would seerrt to be sustained by the apparent tendencies: discrimina

tion roid. variability values vary together and are opposed in 

direct:lon to those of equivocation (although there is a :puzzling 

inconsistency of variability shifts peculiar to the High J~E 

condition). 

A second point of interpretative interest is the possibility 

of order:b1g task variables (and trial series) accord:tng to the 

Pooled 

primary judgment data (Figure III) may be summarily :ranked thus: 

Low J ... E Ss Med. J-E Sa H:i.gh J-E Ss 
L1 Cr L'::) L1 C:r 12 L1 Or L2 t;;. 

J--li:a 2 } 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 
D 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 
V 2 

.., 
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 :; 

E : 1 2 3 2 1 3 2 1 3 
Od a 1 3 2 1 3 2 1 2 3 

In terms of probable response ~r-i:, the f'ollowin,g; ordering11 

seem to obtain ;lr1 all three conditio:r1._<'J2 Poet-M L '/' Pre-M L > Cr. 



While the sum reeponae J-E of both pre,.. and post-manipulation trial 

series appears to be higher than th.at. of. their mam.pul,'ltion counter-

part the data does not support any di:fferentiat:lon between the two. 

Analogous rankings can be extracted from that dab. pertaining 

to an judgment taskl'S:1 

Low J-E Se Ned. J ... E Se High J-E Se 

L1 J-EL Cr J-Ecr Lz J-EL L J-E Cr J-l! L J-E._r, 1 L Cr 2 11 J ... f C:r JcJ 1'2 t,T-f; 

lD: 2 l+ '2. 6 1 .5 2 4 3 5.5 1 5.5 :, 1 5 2 .,, 

Vi 2 4 .3 5 1 6 2 4 3 5 1 6 2 5 3 6 

E: 4 1 5 2 6 3 5 2 4 1 6 3 5 1 4 2 

With the exception of variability values for High J-E Se, there 

~ppears a general tendency for J-E judgments to evoke lower estimated. 

'l'bere is no unequivocal 

ordering within the three J-E judgment tasJ..r..s. 

In showing the plot of mean group allocations of stimuli 

accord:t.ng to :particular pairs of correlates, Ji'igures IV, V and VI 

afford more insight into the quality of the ;respective relationshiJJS• 

Thus li'igu:re IV /Shows the rated ease of ca.hgory judgments 

plotted against corresponding subjective inter-stimulus differences 

i.e., disc:rim:i:n.a.tion .. 

evident in ea.oh group dhi,tribution, 9.lthough in the gM case, where 

devious scatter least, a slight perabolic tendency is discernible .. 

Aleo evident are both group e.nd task di:ff'erentiation t for D -

4 6 

1 4 
6 3 



gH Sa; fo.:r J-1: - l?ost-M L? P.re-M L·,. Cr appears to obtain for 

gM and gH Sst j ... E t~.sk order::i.ng for gL Sa a.JJpears as Poet-M L,,. 

Pre-M L ~ Or, The extent of D and J-.E difi'erentiation is 

similar. 

As hypothesized, a negative linear relationship obtains between 

ease of judgment and equivocation (Figure V). The :relatively 

tenuous than that just considered (J-E/D). Probable task aepara-

Save for gt Ss, su.ch differentiation is 

lesr,; clear-cut tha."l that according to judgmente.l-~ue • 

.Figure VI is a plot o:f (E,D) values and. here the trend is 

u.run:l.st;;i..keably hyperbolic in all three sets of data. Values of 

equiv•Cation level off and a:ppro8.Ch some asymptotic level. It 

is not unreasonable to assume that this i$ zero i.e. perfect 

consistency of' judgmen.t will obtain given sufficiently oc.rurae 

discrimination (E;."Up:ra 2.,0 scale units)• The :relative tu:tan:i.mity of 

group distributicm5 1 the ~ccessibility of second-order J-E: to 

variate aample:a, and the fact 'that a plot of the recip;rooaJ.s of .Ii: 

and D was found to be reasonably linear were, taken together, felt 

tQ justify a least squares solution of the equation for ordinary 

hyperbolas (Lewis~ 1960). 

\ 

' 



Casual inspection of the ori,ginal distributions makes :1.t plttln that 

cor.1putation of the smt1 of residual :square~ i~ not required to show 

tha.t Ut of' thic;1 or ruiy other equation could never more than 

It is al.so apparent 

from Figu:re VI that, in r~lation to the second-order J-1'~ tasks, 

the stimuli are generally less discriminable and evoke more 

equ~~vooal responses than is the ease fox· primary taeik11. Further 

differentiation within the former set is hardly eustained by the 

data although in the caise of J .. Ecr there is suggeat:lon of relatively 

h:lghe:r .E, and relati.vel;y lower D, values in the case of 2:11 and gH Ss. 

It is evident f:rom Table VII tha.t, :l.n this exi,e:drnent at least t 

there was a differential sensi.tivity of the re(i;:ponse J-E variables 

to experimental manipulation. According to the statistical 

comparisons reported therein, they are o:rderable thus: J-E >· V >- D > 

It is presumed that thie o:rde:r directly x-eflects the 

differ>ential association of the claimed correlates with the inferred 

construct of' :t>esponse J-E; although it may also be partly attributable 

to diffe1•.;;mt adaptation ra.tes a.1.1d unequal distribution of error 

variance a.cross correlate meastU:'Qs • Should there be conflict 

betwe@n results derived according to the.se :meaeu:res., it would seem 

:reasona.ble to use theiz• relative manipulative sensitivity as a 

criterion of ehoiee. 



Criterion Le~ning 

'l'he critical 

differences d,uring the trianipult:ttion trial series~ Data bearing on 

a:n assessment of tl:rnse :tn respect to crite:r.·ion :rei't~re:m::e is 

Group dif:fere:nces iri atUiulue ordering accordi.ng to criterion 

and non sig:nificat!t W lralues obtaining in both the choice (Table VIII) 

arid rating {Table Interpretation of the extent of over-

all disa,greernent is obscured in t1110 ways: hypothesized communality 

test of the hy_potheisi6 th;;:i,t there is no actual agreement among 

judges the set of d:tstinct rank orde:d.ngs is as small as three. 

i:nd.iv:i.d.ual of group order:ni.gs (Table X),. No attempt has been 

made to apply significance tests to the resulting values as the 

heighten the probability of some Type 1 errors 

made and, in any caae, interest 

equivalence a:nd difference within 1$ets of inter-correlations rather 

than in the strength of any indi:vidual value~ 

relative agreement of group respect to tbe 



Refe:re:nce to fablva VIII and 1X indicates oompatibilit;y 1:1ith the 

:research hypotheses of (1) little or no :relationship (+,03 (choice); 

+.03 (rating)) betWf;en the central tendency of g
1 

ss• criterion 

orderings (se1:f specifying Se) and. Jtl Os ordering, and, of ( 2) 9 

aimib.rly high positive rela:1:;ionshi.ps between the :i:•espect:i,ve gM e..nd 

gH orderings .., p:re::r1..:rn1ably ma.de under• the constraints of E's criterion 

specd.f'ication - and that of E 

Generally speaking, it 

would a.;ppear tht,t the experimental learning procedure apJilied in the 

cond:i.tio:ns has successfully imparted the 

criterion concept of formal treatment. 

differe:m:::es are suggested both by the J:>ara.dc,:dcally lower (relative 

to that of gL $$) choice a.g:reemen.t coefficient val.tuts obtaining in 

these two conditions (Ta.ble VIII) ... which, nevertheless, attain 

significan.ee - and in the fact that in all three conditions group 

semi-quartile ranges for :i:-atirJ.[Z;il of some stimuli exceed the intervals 

of their sepa:r.ation 

A second aID.;ilytic concern follow$ direotly from the first. 

Ss we:re expected. to exhibit a common di~:;cr:lminal reference ir1 their 
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derived from choice and those inferred on the basis of rating judgments~ 

both ( 7 g~/gu values 1::ire in the a.nticip~ltecl positive direction and 
s-~:i n 

the:i.r med.br1 ( +.53) at least a modera:te rela.tionshipt As 

hypothesized, 

o:f the ESelf-specify:i.ng subjects a.re eunilsrl;y low (median f gx/gM -.17; 

median fs1./gn -.20) anrl, in so fax' as thol';le are relial>le, indices, 

the e;iq:,eri:mental hypotheses rega..rdi:r1.g differential c:dte:don 

In fact, the differentiation 

is gross 

probably only nominally intra-dimerwional, 

A third analytic concern is the extent of criterir1:n utili.z~.tion 

as such. 

fiither inter-g:roU!) o::r• groups with respect to the external criterion 

stimuli ae obtain duri.ng the l\anipulation t:rial series have little or 

group allocations r.,J! stimuli) of criterion values against those of 

affective change (I'ost-M - Pre-M), us is represented by. Figure VII, 
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The three experimental Qo:nditions were procedurally differ

entiated. in order to empiricr1lly realize the anteoedant condition of 

the principal experimental hypothesis, namely, sample separ(:1.tion 

accoI'rling to criterion :response J-E~ Presumed differential 

criterion specificity and/or known judgment time lead one to e~pect 

an ordering thus: gH ;:- g11 ..,, gL. 

The requi:t·ed dive;r>gence - but also an anorr01ous ordering ... of 

group J-ECr has already been graphically eugge.sted (see Figure IV). 

Table VII summarizes a statistical aiseessment of this with reGpect to 

all response J-E variates. 1 Here, the analytical problem of 

evaluating change has been compounded by known group differences in 

Pre•M status (at least in reported J-E (see •sample Equivalence•) 

and the original non-random assignment o:f Sa to samples. It cannot 

be gainsaid that the tabulated values may reflect a :residual and/or 

art:l.faotua.J. 'l ae well aG a manipulated, component but there are the 

mitigating facts that no mo:re than half a scale unit separates the 

original group tendencies and that an ordering derived according to 

with those presently being evaluated.. Significance tests have only 

been applied in the interests of determining whether the experiment~l 

treatments make a di:f'fel"ence in thia specific experimental instance. 

1.. The horizontal axes of' lt'igures VIII to XII! inolusi ve represent 
the correlate estims.tea ,md the distribution of i.ndividuru. values 
may be seen in the 11lotted point:$ so defined .. 
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A manipulated decrewent in response J-E, at lea.at in the g,. 
1':i 

and gH ca.se~ is suggested by the Wilcoxon Paired Replicates Teat 

(Hays, 1963) T values given in sub-table (i). Reg~.rding the 

l>I'et$umed positi.ve correlates, a qualitatively simil~r. @nd in the 

reported J-E and V cases, a significantly consistent decrement is 

direction fails to att~in statistical significance. Appropriately, 

the obtained negative oo:rreli3.te values imply a QOnf:listent incre

mental change seemingly consequent upon the :l.n;~ervening manipulation 

However, the 

values in question fall well short of statistical significance. 

The Wilcoxon T va.lueE> do not allow probabilistic asf.H~5sme:nt o:f 

;r8lative group change, but generally, g1 Ss show appreciably less 

consistent change according to this set of va:dates, Thi.is t i'il.nd the 

virtuf,tl equivalence of gM and gH values following manipulation, is 

understandable when the distinguishing !'eatures o:r the respective 

conditio11s are :recalled,. Available judgrne:nt time ie the aole known 

diff®rence between Med:tmn and High J'-liJ co:nditio:ns; Se assigned to 

eHher are in receipt of a relatively coneide:i.·able amount o.f criterion 

information and enjoy some familiarity with both high and low 

exemplars. 

com:iterparts. 
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table ii). In so :far as group orderings are infer:ra'ble at <flll -

1;mly that in terms of re11orted J-1i; attaixrn st.,1tistical significance -

experimental predictions are clearly eont:ra.venecl. According to 

pof.d ti ve correlates - gL,.. gM > gH, neg a.ti ve co:t:i:'elates .., gJ,(_7• gH >· s1,,,; 

probable response J-'f~ (therefore) "' gL;;,, gM l Su• The i:nfe:rred 

1 fiuding 1 matches that derived f:I•orn the Wilcoxon values and, being 

obviously devious, demands explanation. 

It ie logically possible, but psychologically improbable, that 

a relatively .r.uuve group of judges (gt Ss) defining the ta.sk 

criterion for therueelves and having one third the rea;po.nise time of 

gH Ss in which to perform six individual judgments on every picture 

pair, will generally make their raltings with greater felt, a:nd 

behaviourally more evident ~ase than a group of judges (gM and gH) 

in reoeir;t of (i) stetten,ents of the rules by which ;i,t is decided 

from a description of the stimulus where it is assignable according 

to a criterion scale (ii) experience of the denotation sub-set and 

t.b.at of its complement and (iii) accompanying information as to 

consistency and otherwise of the sub-sets with the rules JJreviously 

.Expressed in this way, the suggeaticm occurs that• 

with the relative ba.r:rage o:f information en:foroed upon Medium and 

High J-f; Cond:i.tion Sa, Low J-B Condttion Ss would enjoy a comparative 

conceptual economy. While thii;; inay in part be so, :reference to the 

'J:he except:i.onally high over-e.11 1·e1t::rporw,e/criterio:n 



relations.1dps are most untypical o:t previous experimental findings. 

In fact, thQ data sugge$ts thitt Whl\l'u deprived o:f any input :tn:formation 

and p.resmna.bly bereft of virtually any within the system = 'the 

aituatfo:n ex:pe:rie:nced by gL Sa - individuals will ignore task.a inrposed 

o.n them by E and instead adopt as a baeis for judgment that which they 

have been using immediately prior to this point in the experinient and 

that which they most frecftHitntly mse - total impreesion or like ... 

dislike, ~C'h:i.s task subistitut::i.o:n {c.f. Wilson ~~ Gregson, 1967) :is 

vresum,Ably w1a, logous to that generati:ng the ext:t·aneoua cue 

the dependent variable i.,e .. empirical. realization of the consequent 

of the principal experimental hypothesis. The vertical axee of 

Figures VIII to XIII inclusive repres~nt the dependent variable 

estimat~s and individual value15 may be gleaned from the plotted. points 

so defined. These estinmtes .necessarily pe:r·tain. to a relational 

construct (R'\1/ ,1.1.) r.ather th.:-m. the usual unitary observation ru1,d. th.a 
10/ ·11 

descriptive statistic will be seen to be correlatio:nal it1 each case. 

Thia may be deemed inappropriate in that, theoretieally; the presumed 

variable is not free to assume a:ny value for any observed individual 

and the distinguishably independent criterion component doe,s not 



individual• But samples of the latter not di:r•ectly given as irt 

the customa.:ry :fixed.-ef:f ects experiment, and. all that is presently 

required is a auwnari~ation of the tendency of one variable's values 

to differ systeru1.,,tically with differences in the other· in the ~~ven 

set of data. 

:Because no more tha11 a descriptive statistic for a sample is 

needed and there is also a priori :reason to believe that the 

association in question is the product of nonmonotonically related 

variables!! the correlation :ratio (Guilford, 1950) has been chosen as 

the standard index of associatiori 

according to each correlate the experimental vari~ble. 

the expected departure from rectilin~arity is not substantiated by 

the :findings given in Table XII. 

been computed and inserted in a formula for :r (ibid); of the 

tabulated F-ratio values only those pertainixi.g to Se 2 and 10 and 

gH 'l attain statistical E:iignificance in this respect<> The ren1ail1ing 

appar~nt departures may reasonably be attributed to sampling errors. 

This finding implies that the o'btained dependent variable 

values have 'been linearly derived; corroboration of this may be see:n 

in the extent of correspondence between their sample ordering (Table 

XI) and that according to response J-E: (Table VII (i)),. Inspection 

of Table XI will show that o;n three of the four atat:ietice the groups 

following !i:!h.tistically significant order· with regard to 



A.11 exa.m:i.nation o:t the distribution 

of' individual values (Figures VII! to XIII) :suggests that the 

central tendencie/5 of s;M and gH Se are cloee:r· in thei:t loci than 

either with tha.t of ~ Ss ( it will be x·ecalled that the 111:ferra.ble 

resporme J-J.i; group orderir.g is g
1

'? gM : g.H) q 

In the caee of the one comparison (f At;> /Cr) which might be 

claimed to exclude residual determination (save £or statistical 

regression according to initial status, and thie possibility 1$ not 

sustained by the findings bearing upon pretest eaJ;iple equivalence) 9 

it would appear that the Post-M affective responses are more susceptible 

to criterion allocation where than h.:;.s been experimentally specified 

(Medium- and High J-E conditions), 

value (0.8?) falls well short of statistical s:ignific~.nce .. 

As suggested above, the unusually stro:n.g over-all response/ 

criterion association (median 'Y) L-D/Cr - g1 ~ .87, gy ~ 
,. rl 

median '.r L-D/C:r 

with respect to g1 Ss at least; is seemingly indicative of a sub

jectively imposed task substitution. Consistent with this supposition 

is the fact that 9 broadly speaking• the median~ 2 Cr/t-D1 values 
".) 

(gl, = .62, ;,:; ,31, • .38) match their 11 c. L-D/Cr counterparts 

proportion of total variance in criterion judgments ~ttributable to 

changes in Pre-M like-dislike) would be :rw:nsensical outside the 
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Res1;2E-;3e { .. !i:~ ~~.~.Determinant of Criteri~ S~~t!!_~ 

The :forego:l.ng evidence of a correspondence between sample 

01·derings derived according to response J-E eetimatea a.nd that 

according to the dependent variable encourages one to believe that 

R ·to/Yi is, in fact, :functionally dependent upon the experimental 

variable. 

In an attempt to a.ssess the quality of this apparent relation

ship1 Figures VIII to XII inclusive plot the respec·cive response J ... E 

correlate ve.luee against the association of criterion judgments with 

those of. over-all like-dislike,. To ensure comparability, each 

correlate estimate is expressed as a deviation (here, delta is to 

be read as 'difference with respect to') from the preceding like

diialike counterpart for the same subject and is in each ease plotted 

against the same index of association (If)). 

Each distribution of the resulting plots shows disappointing 

scatter, the seemingly unsystematic extent of whtoh would render 

specious any attempts to fit equations to data. Accorditi..g to visual 

inspection the general trend.a of the plotted points seem relatively 

indeterminate. Ne"/V'•ertheless, it may be said that in the case of 

each positive J-E correlate (J-ECr - Fig. VIII; s-A0r - Fig. IX; 

Der ... Fig .. X) the plots aasume, if anythiri.g • an upward trend :f:r;-om 

left to right i.e. they tend to fall along a straight line with 

positive slope; and, oontra.riwise, the negative i1-E correlate 



(}~ .. J/'ig. XI; Cr CdC:r - .F'ig. XII) plots show, if anything, a 

do1vmwa:rd trend from left to right i.e. tha_y tend to fall a.long a 

straight line with negative slope. Internally consistent, their 

collective implication is that .R fo/ri is a. li:near function of 

response ,J-Bi • 

However, it is apparent that the relational proce,uees are 

differentially sensitive to the va.:r·:iates. For instance, the 

e;eneral rate of change of ~ L-D/Gr with respect to :reported J-E
01

, 

ifl seemingly greater than t.ha.t with respect to EC:r , trend is less 

a,r,,parent in the case of S-AC!' values tha:n it is with those of Der 9 

and so on .. P:rem.inH!l.bly, this is a. reflection of the differential 

association of the claimed correlates with the inferred construct 

of response J-E. But estirna:tion of any of the respective slope 

a.nd intercept oonetants is _problematic given the indisputably, and 

Clearly, these 

a:re in excess of whc1t might :reasonably be attributed to e;iq;erimental 

An explirnation in part ie: the apparently 

systematic restriction on the range of experimental variable values. 

If experimental manipulation had resulted in a more equitable 

sampling i.e~ included valuee dispoeed more tcnvards the L end of 
p 

the response J-1£; continuum, a more ~ystemat.ic distribution of the 

preswr,ed latent relationship should. have eventuated. 

A possible source of either this, or ru-1 additional bias, or 

both 9 is tlie failure of present 
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order J-1::! con1ponent (i.e. reported J-E ) • As already .noted, it is 

logically impossible to assess the contribution of this to level of 

reported J-li1 but it is measurable :in the case of remaining 

correlates. A raeans of assessing the extent of influence o! the 

omitted component is provided by a ~econd plot of ('71 L-DjCr, s ... AC:r) 

values as represe:nted by .F'igure XIII. Here, the e~,timated criterion 

so.:.lle amplitude values entail deviation from the mean variability 

values of both like-di,slike and ease of judgment ratings. Although 

the centre of' the :resulting distribution does appear to be displaced 

mo:rs towards the positive end of the correlate continuum, there is 

little pe:rce_ptible improvement in scatter. 

\,'ihatever i ta source, the varia.tea' sample selection bias forces 

the view that their being, if anything 9 linearly related to 

relational processes in these data cannot be taken as a refutation 

of' the theorized :nonmonotoni.c relationship, It is noteworthy that 

where the same J-Ebr discrepancies a..s were represented in Figure VIII 

are plo·bted against th.e dependent variable estima.te that presumably 

cc.nnes cloeest to excluding residual determination (i.e. the rank 

order correlation of like-dislike cha:n,ge with criterion value), the 

resulting distribution assumes something more of the expected 

positive-negative function (Figure XIV). The trend line ha.s been 

drawn 'by eye' and it has to be admitted that the argument would 

only become cogent given computation of a least-square linear or 

quadratic. Speculating purely fr,,m a visual inspection of these 



data, :i.t rnay be said that negative .(; ( the value at which t,he 

relatio:n in t_i1rnstior1 ia maximally wei.ghted) is lo()ated at or about 

Suggestion of an urtexpected 

i:nfle::don in the d. >- E curve obtains in the vici:nity of ( ... } 20 
l. 

discrepancy units. 

obviously insufficient to sustain any inference conc®:rning the L 
p 

t:lud of the continuum (a.lthow;1;h the loci of the reaultar1t plots are 

theo:r·etically acceptable). 

o:r incorJ.sisten.cy in, apparent trend elsewhere, the inescapable 

In other words 9 a large pro:portfon of the variaru:::e 

of this relational process must be attributable to varia.bles other 

Sorne o:f the ex:perime:ntally i:nt:rti@ive poss1bili= 

tier;; are briefly noted in the immediate sequel., 
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Evaluatio~ of the Lxperiment 

It re.moiru, to evaluate the present data series in a more collecti Ve 

A convenient context is the check-list of factors am.unerated 

by Cmnpbell ( 195'1) as thcise most likely to jeopa.rdi~e internal and 

external validity of an experimerrt~ 

As :finally implemented, the research design may be epitomized 

thus: 

0 
1 X 1 

·---~-------~-

O referring to the process of observation and rneasurem6lnt; XI the 

ex11os1.u·e of a group to e:x:perimentr.1.l events, the effects of which were 

mea.sur•ed; left to right dimension ind.ice.ting temporal order, with 

X9e and 0 1a vertical to one another being simultaneous; dashed 

separation i:niiicatixig· comparison g:roups not equated by :randoir, assign ... 

rnent. 

'l'he obvious deficiencies are the omission of a pure control 

group and the fa.ct that Se have not been assigned randomly :from a 

conm10:n population to the three compar:J.so:n groups .. It is difficult 

to an adequate control,. 



facilitatory (or otherwise) effects of the measu.ring-X pro~ess 

itself and interpolation of an artificial response-eliciting task 

would doubtless enta_il rerperc1.uiaio:ns at variance with those peculiar 

However, equivocality of interpretation is 

reduced because of a selective comparability of experimental events 

1:rf)eo:ificitv -1. - u F, 

The ,:rfect of a differential 10$5 of respondents 

the possibility of a co:nfound:Lng influence, trod perhaps i:n tu:r:11 9 a 

tiltatistical regression• both attendant upon ~1. selection bias 

At leaist, by 

reeortir1g to natural groups, E has been left with no reaeon to suspect 

differential recruitment rele.ted to X i.e. the aasigrullent of X's to 

similarity of the actual comparison groups both in the source and 

mode of their re$pectiYe recruitmenti and a partial confirmation ... 

the exce:ption being the initial mean diff'ere.m.:~ in. reported J-E -

of this si:milarity in obtained pre-tre&truent values, does much to 

reduce possible equivoc&lity. 

Ct:l.ve:n that the desiderata in queli;;tion have both been apJiroxime:ted 1 

neither the por;;sible effect of pretest response sampling as sueh nor 

the 'maturation• occurring lfli thin (practice, 
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fatigue and so on) and •J:listori<lal' 1 change;,,.producing events 

occurring between th.e o1 - o2 time lapse (less than one hour in 

duration, and a reasonable experiment~l isolation ma.intained) cru-1 

be plfmeibly adVt:l.11ced as r:i:vaJ. hypotheses to account for dif:fere:noes 

in eample trends. 

i.e~ judgmental cn:pacity; cannot be discounted, however. 

• Iri.strur11ent decay' ( C~lllpbell, 19.57) is the term used to indice.te 

a s:bcth uncontrolled explanation. Changes in the 9 calibratio:n.' of 

be mietakan for the effect of the expe:rirne:ri.tal variable. 

ential group peturbatio:n in J-E appl:ioatio:n, seemingly contiguous 

with ex:poi:rt.u'.'<e to experimental manipulation• ~uggests the corif'ounding 

influence of an interaction between the two. Together with the fe.ct 

that •trends• according to the remaining response J .. E correlates, 

although corroboratory in their quality, are merely •incipient' at 

best i.e. their statistical significance is borderline or leGe 9 this 

findirig tends to vitiate cla.ims :for the theoretically required 

;ma.nipulated. differential in group :response J-Ec, • ur 
is left with the paradox that a group ordering acoording tp ~uch 

J ... E sea.le :peturbation is logically consiistent with a corresponding 

divergence in response J-1!;1 but is eimultaneously indicative o! a 

·1 ~ Hem:::e the attribution of correlate statue to reported J-l!: 
cxtr<ineuu1:J cue de:i:1endene;r. 

\· 
j\ 

·\ 



The experiential correlate of crite:r-ial stimulus ref'erence is 

a 11lausible uneo:ut:rollecl. source of influence and systematic group 

differences can be expected. 

presence it:3 precisely that bearing upon the present dependent 

rate variation in J ... ]!; being Qonditio:mu upon the affectively toned 

component of stimulus aspects as well a.s, i.f not instead of, 

tory utilization of' the c:ri.terit)n dimension can also be expected to 

be con£iiequemt upon the valence largely self-structured criterion 

judgments (gL Sa) assume relative to that of experimentally-imposed 

cc:mntorparts (g .• and Sr Se). '.r'he taek as an att:i.tude object is e..n 
M. Ji 

experime:ntal u.nkno1m 9 but a likely :t·eactive baeis is the relative 

extent of oriterial specificatory :procH;idure for thie might be 

subjectively seen as an implicit valu~ assigrm1ent by E. :Equally 

Presumably a function of dis~arity from some optimum originality 

level, this can be expected to parallel systematic variation in 

group receipt of such a 
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of the 'cor:rect 1 (:i.,e. E's) choice according to the s11eoified 

c:rite:don. In fact, this p:i:'ocedural possibility was not implemented 

but probably at some cost to the efficacy of criterion learning. 

Eve:n from as brief an ap1,raisal as th~) above• it iFS evident 

that areas of nebulousity still surround the question of whether the 

indicated sample differences and varia.te relations are attributable 

to the experimental treatments per Be. 

Although an explicit diGavowal of external validity and its 

requirements ha,,s been made throughout, it would seem useful to assess 

the population parameters potentially estimable f:rom an experiment 

such as the present one. 

A first probable eiroumseription provided by the likely 

Th@ fact 

that 1}5 J-E sea.le re.tings have to be made prior to any subjective 

assessment of the effects of the manipulated experimental variable 

suegests subjectsv responsiveness to the same should decrease. That 

is, the :results obt11;:dned :for a. pretested population would be un

re:presentati va of the effects of the experimental vari.f,l.ble for the 

unpreteated universe from which experimental respondents were 

selected. HoweTar, given their random assignment from a common 

population, a future investigation could dispense with the pretest 

and thereby circumvent thi~ problem. 

The repreeentative potential of the procedurally impoeed setting 

is also limited, :for reactive effect ,of experimental. oonditio:r.us tatu;:1t 



be expected. E;xternal constraint upon respo:rrne soales, categories 

and time preclude assertion about the manipulated. effects for 

persons expo1Bed in non-experimental settings, And, as with most 

paper and :pencil exrJeriments, an. 'unreal' self-oonaciouaneas roay be 

generated and so render the measured behaviour less typical of that 

about which one would wish to generalize. But this may be 

reg~rded as the ~lmost inevitable fate of any relatively syetematio 

design implemented in the pursuit of objective and quantitative data. 

By its sampling a variety of meatsures 1 an experiment of the 

preaent kind could be expected. to yield appropriate representation 

of inferr•ed :response J ... E. However• it could reasonably be a.~ked to 

what treatment variables could apparent trends be generalized? 

The :preisent t'.r)r11erimental exposure is analyzable into a comparative 

multiplicity of treatments ... conceptual sta.tementa, exemplar 

p:resenta.t:Lon 1 non-exemplar presentation, examplar :fit/non-exemplar 

non-fit statements - the relative contribution of which remains 

uninterpretabJ,e,. Separate univa.riate manipulation would, be required 

to remove this opacity. 

Finally, in view of the fa.ct that (generally speaking) an 

evaluatory attitude cannot be taken as necessarily preempting, 

preceding, or even accompanying an overt 'behavioural preference 

(F'is.hbeint 1963) • such inferences regarding the criterion/affective 

relati¢nal process as could be derived according to the present 

sywbolio representation o:f phenomenal disposition could not simply be 

transcribed as adum'b;rated behaviour. 



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A collation of othe:r.wiee research studies made it 

apparent that e l:i.kely deterrJinant of an obs~rved preference for 

bases of response, whether th1:iae are .stimulus-bound or conceptually 

deriv,:d o:r. both, h; the rele.t:iva ease of judgment associated with 

such bases., 

A composi.te of prGvious empiricf~l findings, assumptions a:nd 

conjectures ae pertain to this variable and its relations with 

constituting a:n aesthetic context of :response, was developed into a 

theoretical structure intended to clarify and encompass - even. if 

inevitably over-simplify - their bea:r.:Lng upt,n the behav:!.our in 

qu~,stio:n and also to have pott~ntialities precisel.y tied 

down ( empiric[;l.11;J 

An ex:perimentvl probe, ~,lthough des:tgned less to assess 

predictive potency of theory thim to explore matters of methodology 

- the feas.i'oility of diHerentb.1 criterion reference 

and utilization, and the effect of' response time• we:re able to be 

- d:Ld., 

dimens::tona.l case. 

ostensH,l;y relevant to the intra

t',Jh:Lle it i1:; recognised that certain proce11:iurcil 

limitations r)reclude valid gener .. i.lizaticrn, ;it can l,~ said that in 

this experlmenteJ .. instance ;;:, moder<>'.te assot:iation was :found between 

the reepect:lve <:H3tim1;:1.tes of' ea.s0 of ;Judgment and criter:ton rela• 

tional processes. Sampling inadequacies mea.nt parameter va.lue::-;, 
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and even the form of funetion • remain somewhat enigmatic. One 

forced to conclude that a larg~ :proportion c,f the variance of the 

relational processee under examination must be attributed to variables 

other than that expe1":i.mentally manipulated. 

poasibilities have been briefly noted .. 

Some of thf.l (ll:xtra.neous 

Other findings, at le~st as obtain in the data at hand, include 

trends compatible with (i) the hypothesized interrelaticmships 

between the meal.'illlrable correlate.a of the i:n:ferred judgraerttaJ. ... ease 

rea_ponse continuum (ii) a severe peiurbat:ion of' reported judgmental

eas$ and (iii) a differential ma.nipulative aensitivity of the 

The fact that the subjective 

(self-re.port) measure of ease of judgment was seemingly the most 

sensitive in s;pite of its afore ... mentiozH:id distortion can be ta.ken as 

an argument in favour o:f its futu:rl;ll experimental utilization,. 

The inconclusive quality of' the present investigation is, in turn• 

an argument for its substantial :replication but tnodified ar1.d 

extended (as w:i.11 be indicated). 



to 
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concept of J,.,.£ itself and a more explicit sta,tement of E's own 

constraints regarding use of the scale coi•relate help :l.nhibit the 

derivation of behaviour specific to the same, Deletion of one of 

the hitherto juxtaposed comparative and nbsolute judgment ta.eke 

should largely nullify extraneous cue depend.ency tendencies in J-E 

response produotlon, The lesse:n:i.rig of th~ responsl/;i load per unit 

judgment time cona@quent upon such deletion ean be expeoted to 

enhance the likelihood of within-threshold J-E0r and, therefore, 

performance of the experimenta.Uy imposed task. An opportunity to 

inc:reaee the :munber of stimuli would also be afforded and, together 

with a corresponding increase i:n subjects, this should p.1•oraote the 

analytic power of scaling procedure. 

Given that the:re are (again) three conditions each requiring 

learning of the same oriterial ctmoept but being differentiated by 

the relative ease with which they induce its acquisition, it is 

possible to envisage procedural additions which extend substantive 

:relevance to the question o:t whether or not the behaviour of judging 

the ease of other judgments exemplifies ada,pta.tion-level theory. 

It can be assumed that, in the course of criterion acquisition, 

these conditions will esta.bl.ish prevailing levels of J ... E displaced 

with respect t,> e,::i.ch other so that the central tendency of High 

Level Condition Ss ought to be appreciably higher than that of Low 

Level Ss, and the central t~nd,mcy of Medium Level Sis somewhere 

between the two., A further assumption is that individual level!ll 



will constitute a relf;idual :l.niluence attet,dant upon subsequent 

judging behaviour. 

At some subsequent time, Hedium Level Condition Ss would be 

given a series of varied stimulus items arid judgwe:nt tasks performance 

of which invariably require~ utiliz.a:t:l.on of' the previously acquired 

concept. It~ms and ta.eke, the ratinga of which prove to be positively 

d.iec1·epant :from the J.,,,b central t6lndency of Nediuni Level Sfl (and/or 

their kind), would :f'or-m the counterpart eeries fo:r the High Level Ss; 

thoee (and/or their kind) negatively discrepant, the Low Level Ss' 

series.. It can be expected that these between-condition di:tf'erencel!.'l 

in the utilization of the concept (establishing different contextua.l 

classes oi' J-E) would maintain, and/or further di~place with. respect 

to each other, the differences obtaining between the J .. E central 

tendencies of the three conditions~ 

:Presuming .as n:ruch, the following predictions 

to be aubstantiated:-

AL U1eory ought 

1. If one estimatee the distribution centre of transition poir1ts 

on the J-E continu:um !o,r Hedium Level .Ss (via their residue.1 and 

contextual :findings and AL theory), selects any judg<:Jd itero-task(s) 

the ;r1:7.ted ease of which is coincide.rrl:; with this estimfate 9 and 

similarly plac@s ·l;;his in the ,respective contextu;;:1.l :Judgrr1ental series 

of High a:nd 1,ow Level Ss, then 1...1.ne exp~cti'Zl t}rn.t the central tendency 

of :rated eaae on the same item-task(s) 11s made by Level Sa will 

be lower (i'!>e~ nearer the difficult end of the J-E continuum) than 



by Low Level Ss higher 

2. Aga.in assuming thr,it one h~.s ar1 item-task(.s) the J-E of which is 

coincident with the :iri.farred :prevailing level of 1'1ediuro Level Se, one 

may :pred1 .. ct that 1t also occupies the transition zone on an affective 

continuum. lf all Sa were ;required to rate their aff'ec'tive response 

either (a) to having to perform the judgment task itself or (b) to 

the degree to wh:i.ch :t tem .r<~:te:rance o:x:enrplifies the concept in 

quesi;:tori. o:r ( o) to the degree to which the item ref er<ctnce e:M:emplifiefl 

all aesthet:tca.lly rellf)Va.nt concepts i~e, over-all affect, then the 

cerd;:ral tendency of M~dium Level s~~ r·atings ought to be at or about 

the indifferent point of the continuum,. f'z·esumabl;y this tendency 

would progressively diminish ae one goes from (a) to (c). The 

:respective centre.l tE:rnh'>ncios of High and Low Level Ss' affective 

ratings :'in these r,;spects will be conditional upon ·the final loci of 

their J-Jil distributions and 1,redictabl<:: from the present 1:Uspa:i.•ity

from-level/affect function .. 

3. Still asaura:i.11e~ that one hile an item-taak(s) the J-B of which 

coincides vd.th inferred 'Medium Level, one ex:pect;e upon its occurrence: 

no shift in the A.L r;,f Jfled:tum Level Ss; somE; shift in the looue of 

High Level AL towards the difficult end of the J-E continuum; a.nd, 

some isldf't in the Low Level counterpart towards the oJiposi:ng ease end .. 

A logically • :r.esoJ:utio.n of which the 

and that just sketched im:plicitly asstm1e, is the question 
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theoretically i!llmlii.terb.l, an empirical appraisal of their relative 

contribu.tion would ,;bviously be pert:lne:nt if subsequent behavioural 

manipulation is to be usefully attempted, A ooroparative manipulatory 

<3.nalysis o:f the wultivariate procedure presently implemented as 

This could be coupled with 

admird.strat,ion of an ad hoc queationnaire composed ao as to tap 

such extra-exparimental i:nnuence as the fit of a .S•e preconceived 

dime:m,iot1(:s) with that experimerrtially imposed, aesthetic ex:pa:rience 

and inte:i:·~st, a:nd p:rt1vious :familiarity with, and/or knowledge o:f' 9 

selective J-E mardpulatlon of known and 1,:rescribed crHe:rial bases 

of responr2)e with a view to :predicting and controlling a perecm' e 
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Group values ohtainin~ in each experimental 0ondition 
durir1g the pre-manipulation trial series H0 : g1,Cgj 

Statistic 

1: Piotur®-12reterence 
Orde:ri:tig 

Coefficient of 
agreement (u) 

Low J=--E 

A 
B 
E 
C 
D 
li' 

+.28 

Sa ).:edium J-£ .Se High 

B 
E 
A 
C 
D 
F 

+.10 

J=E) ss 

A 
B 
E 
D 
C 
F 

+e23 

:p-"'s001 
2 

.02"fJ«=e0,5 J,f''•()01 

( 19.,8 df;Xi =178,2) (23,.6 df;X.2,,,,y/.4.) (22 df; 
,x,2,,,.63. 72) 

Coefficient of 
cormordance (K~n1dall) wL,M ,a .89 

p<~01 (S ~ 141.5) 

n: Like-dislike 
Ordering 

Coefficient of 
concordance 

A(+0.?7) 
13( +0.29) 
E(+o.,08) 
D(=0.42) 
C(-o.88) 
F(-1e19) 

.97 

A(+o-.51) 
B(+0.26) 
E{ +0.10) 
C(+0.09) 
D(-0.24) 
F(.,.1.08) 

p<901 (s = 15305) 
14.29 3e75 

A( +o.86) 
B(+Oo20) 
E(-0.15) 
C(-0 • .57) 
D(-0.81) 
F(-1,.09) 

Kruskal-Wallis one way analysis of variance by AL ran.~s H = 2.57 
( .20..-p <~30 ) 



Statistic 

III~ JUStaW@ntal-Itase 
<)rdering 

Coefficient of 
conco:rd1.rU'1ce 

A(+0.22) 
D(+oo03) 
F(=0.44-) 

JD B(-0.49) 

C(-0 .. 54) 

l}l~ 

'
11
L ,f,1 ,.H 

.. 88 

3., 18,5 

D(+0,32} 
A(+Oa25) 
Ii~( o.oo) 
r<-o.o·n 
B(-0 • .23) 
0(-0.49) 

3,.055 

112. 

High J-E S~ 

A(+o.16) 
D(+o.06) 
:E(+0 .. 03) 
B(-0.02) 
F(-0.37) 
c{-0.73) 

l{ntekal-Wallis one way analysis of varience by AL ranks H aa 10.33 

( .001<p<a01 ) 



TABLE IV' 
~}H $i ~11,:.ud 

Rank order oorrela.tions ( f' ) bet~een picture orderings 
derived :from mean rated ease of choice judgments 
associated with each picture where :tt obtains in a 
pair being compared• and picture orderings derived 
from mean. rated ease of judgments concerning each 
picture where it ie being eonsidered individually 

Low J ... .E Ss 

Pre-M: 

M: 

Post-M: 

Med J-E Se 

Pre-M: 

Mi 

Post-M: 

Ilish J-E Ss 

Pre .. },1: 

M: 

Post-M: 

$ p "i0.5 
ol>*p<~01 ( 

1 2 3 

.30 -.o4 .21 .. 31 

.07 .57 .46 .54 

.93 .67 .66 ,.54 

.... 59 .83 .16 .64 

.60 .. 04 .27 ,43 

.26 .,81 
ti!'$ 

,.96 -.1+6 

.09 * .. 86 -.31 

e71 ,.76 .10 
o•g, 

e ;; •'79 .41 

Mediaru.;:; 

Pre-'M: .31 Pre .. H: 

Mt ~54 Mt 

Post-M: .60 : 

) 

5 6 7 8 

,. 11 .,,,. .. ;;;; .26 ,.76 
,t,,& 

.03 .97 .81 ,.77 

053 --50 .56 .56 

** .. 99 .79 .41 ,81 

.19 .34 .20 .69 
* ,i,,a, 

.94 .Bo 1.00 .93 

* ~33 .14 .90 -.o4 
• .36 .67 ,81 017 

.,66 .76 .?6 .. 66 

8 715 Pre-M; .115 

.. 305 n, .515 
• 87 * Post-M: .66 

re ~:~= \,,,_ 

* 

(N=6). 

9 

:94 
,;, 

.60 

o'/9 

-.04 
.20 

.. 50 

·113. 

10 11 

.39 ~60 

~14 .,51 

.60 .79 



~1 * 
• . 

¼'h 

• ~ 

i~{: 

I 

1 ,. Ft'~• and 
Fre- and 

~1 

1 

1 

** "'* .99 

'"· -~ 

"'li' 

ii? "' "94 
II) 

$~ $ 

.. si'+ 

!Ii 

1 087 " 

$ 

'ii ,la 

1 
"' 

" 1 

i1fl 

4181 e9At 
,,,, 

,. 
sl< "' 

jl 

'114. 

" 

~ o/· "' 
,.,. 

,.94 @94 '1,.(,0 "' 
$$ :,j\ ~ 

,. 'i 1 " 
ii, 

,.84 1 1 Q 

1,1;-i 

,.67 ,. 
'1 

<IF 

1!'111 $ 

1 h~ 
,.91+ .. * 1 



) 
, i r 

Ext raneous cue dependency associ.ated with the use of the J-E 1,ating scale: product moment 
correlations (n.,.,1.5 ) betwe n the rated ease of choice judgme:nte and that of judgments con

cerning the individual p:tctu:roe (;,f the same :p~:tr . 

1 r 
3 4 

1 r 1 r 
5 

J. r 
6 

1 :r 
? 

l ri 

8 9 
x· 1 

10 11 
1 :r 1 

Low J-E Ss . 30 . 09 
.19 

. 90*"' . If{) 

. -65** 
.63"' . 81*~ .31 .53 • 72,,;...;, . 621

~ 

.6'r* 
.,o .;Vi 

. l•-'15 
.. 43 .32 

. :;75 
.97•• .92•• .55• . 48 . 53• . 62* .59* . 40 

. 57t , •1}95 . 72° . 42 

. 15 - .. 04 
.055 

. 20 .64 
,. Li,2, 

.63* .69*~ . 19 . 26 . 61'"' . L}? 
. 54e .66 . 225 

Uigh J-E S~ . 21 .52 
.365 

• 77u . 73~•'-i- .o4 . 07 
._75u . 055 

M .. n,!Eal~~io~ .. ~r:l.:!_l se:F±2.!: 
Low J ... E Sa . 51 • '10 . 20 . 39 .28 . 30 

. 29 .305 . 295 
. 70** .68**-~14 . 31 .57• . 41 

. 49 . 69'-'"' .085 

High J - E Ss . 29 .;t~ 
. 415 

~~.!!:..!2~~~rial 
Low J-E Ss . • 15 • .59,;, 

. 37 
Med J -E Ss .. 41 . 45 

. tt,3 

P..igh J-1~ Ss .. 18 ,. 18 
.18 

• 71'~"' . •77•• . 69""' . 29 
• 7L.-~<P . 49 

se,ries : ... 
• 73** . 84** . 4-6 . 28 

.785u .37 
.. 09 .15 

. 12 

. 80° . 59"' 
.. 695"'* 

. 2:2 . 20 
. 21 

. 30 . 85•• . 86*" . "13 
. 575 •1+95 

. 21 . 73*• .28 .07 
. L}7 .175 

.. 39 . 31 
.35 

. ,55*"' . 61* 
.58~ 

.. 49 . 34 
.. 415 

.57• .68* 
. 625* 

. ;51 . L1.) 

. 47 

.13 .• 59* 
. 36 

• .51 . 47 
. 49 

. 25 . 34 
. 29.5 

. 57~ . 4; 
.51 

.. 49 .30 
.. 395 

. 4-2 . 19 
. 305 

., 26 ,. 27 
. 26 

., 17 . 11 
• 1L~ 

. 66u . 54* 
. 60* 

.oo oOO 
.oo 

.945u e5'15 
- .. 0.5 . 14 

.,01+5 

-734'* . 75*"' 
• 7lt*,;, 

. 72° .,54• 
. 63* 

.. 26 .. 18 
. 22 

0'7ou . 3; 
• .50 

.,67u ,. 37 
.. 52 

.aa~·* .. 75** . 7.5** .79u . 20 . 11 
. 815** -77** . 155 

. 39 . 05 
.. 21.5 

.. 71*• . 76° 
. 735u 

" 5L1,,;, .65:11> ,i, • 10 • 03 
. 59q . 065 

. 01+ . 16 
. 10 

.. 6,3 111 . 62~ 
. 625 ... 

.30 •72'' . 56* . 68• 
.. 51 . 62,i,. 

069"'* • 71 H e48 . 16 
.. 70:!< ., . 32 

.. 65•-j)., .. '74*"' 
.695° 

. 53~ . 52* . • 33 .14 
. ,525"' . 238 

. 39 . 10 
.. 21~, 

115. 

Mdn. 

.515 

. 495 

,.37 



:CABLE VII 

Relative susceptibility of response J-E 
correlates to experimental m;!;U:lipulation. 

(1) A compariison of inter-group differences and intra-group 
consistency in the direction and magnitude of charige in 
relative (.L\ L1 ) correlate values from pre-manipula,t:ion 
to manipulation trial serieaz 

Correlate 

V 
D 

[,,,.] Cr 
E 

( 6.L ) 
1 ; Cd 

"' p .05 (two-tailed) 
** p .01 

<r- """ p .01 

Wilcoxon T values 

Low J-E Se Med J-ID Ss 
(n~11) (n=8) .ffl_l:G...., g '"" M. .- >I ... "' 

+26 +o*~* 

+28 +3"-' 
+24 +5 
-23,..5 -8 
+16 -17 

High J-E Ss 
.~n=9) 
'+2** 

+2*;,, 
+8 

-19.5 
-17.5 

________ .,'l_. 00----

(ii) Inter-group differences in cor;relah Ve)lues obtaining 
in the manipulation t:ria.l serie:s (all r"'lative ( t11

1
)): 

Cor:reltite Ordering Kruskal-Wallis H ; p (2 df) 

J-E gLgt,(·gH 7.,53 .. 02L; :i;:i<.05 

V 81>61/'8H 3,19 .05<p<, 10 
[;, ,J Cr D 61ti11'>~ 1,09 .5o<p<.70 

( AL
1

) 
,,, 
J!,, g}1gHgL 0.78 .5o<p"''-.70 

Ca, gMgIIgL 2 .. 08 • 3<r<p <.50 

-!I! ~·, 



VIII: 

TABLES VII~ IX and X 

Group valuea obtaining in ~ach experime:ntal 
condition during the manipulation trial series 

Ho: gL = gM; gL = gH; gptgH _______________________ " _______ _ 
Statistic 

Criterion-Choice 
Ordering 

Coefficient of 
s,greement (u) 

Coefficient of 
concordance 

Rank C)rder 
correlation5 
with E's 
choice (f') 

.,,,, 
l!, 

E 
F' 
C 
B 
A 
D 

Low J-E S!S 

A 
B 
E 
C 
F 
I; 

+.,'95 

t,Jedium J-x: Ss 

E 
B 
C 
1'' 
A 
D 

:p""'.001 .. 001<':p <.01 
(19a8 df;%2~78,2) (23.6; 48~7) 

+ .. 03 +.'?5 

E 
J' 
C 
A 
D 
B 

901<p~02 
(22.0; 4o.33) 

+.83 (p .05) 



Statistic 

!X: Criterion ... 
Satisfaction 

Ordering 

Coefficient ot 
co:neordance 

F •• J 

F 
C 
B 
A 
D 

A{+o.80) 
B(+o,.20) 
Ji'(-o. 10) 
.8( ... 0.20) 
c(-0.30) 
D(-1.07) 

w . ~.i (L ,J'I ,H) 

4.075 

Rank~order correlation 
with ]~' a ch.oiee (f°) +.03 

118 • 

.High J-E Ss 

E(+o.53) E(+0.66) 
C(+o.35) C(+o.08) 
F(-0,03) F(--0.13) 
D(-C>.34) A(-0.23) 
B(--0.42) D(-0 • .54) 
A(-0.89) B(--0.80) 

t,i .31. (s "' ,53.7.5) ..0,5<p 

4.41 4.11 

+.75 

X :Discriminal re:fe:rene,u inter-group relationships (P values) obtaining 
with respeet to criterion orderings of. the 
experimental stimulus set (n;;:6) 

Criterion choice 

Criterion satisfaction .... 26 



Group differences on alternate statistics of the 
association between over•all affective responses 
at1d crite:don judgment values. 

Statistic Ordering Kruskal-Wallis H H 

~·- ~ 1P9 d 

'flt/Cr €:1/Si(Su .5.99 

ot p (2 'df) 

:p:ac.05 

TL,)Cr gL·~gM-..gH 8.95 ,•1"".P '\().2 
,:_ 

f~ (ll,1) /er g .,..g :,.g 
M H L 0.87 .. 50"'}.l ~70 

/1P/Cr g7g'>g 
L M H 9o4'7 .oorp <,.01 

Jtn intra ... s comparison rega.rd.ir,ig departure from 
rectilinearity in the relationship between over
all affective responses and criterion values. 

F-Ratio values O\,; 'f]L/Cr2 ... 1L/Cr2 
IS: O) 

3 Low J-E Med J-E High J-f; 

1 o.66 0.14 0,.27 
2 8.21"'* 0.,69 o.oo 
3 0.11 2.14 0.08 
4 1.26 1.78 3 .. 27 
5 1.92 0.78 o.45 
6 2.51 0 .. 15 o~ 11 
7 0 .. 39 0.69 9.,12** 
8 1.53 0,.97 1 .. 29 
9 0.61 0,16 

10 4.06* 
11 o.88 

~1dn. =0.83 

* p·\05 [21 d:f gr. variance 
* * :p"\01 7 df lr. va:riao,ce 
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MATRIX 11 Observed. interrelationships 1 of response J-E con•elates. 

v, D l: Cd 
~"""""'-,i,,,,, 

J-B +.58, + .. 34 .... 28 -.29 

V +,42 ..... 25 .... o? 
D -.54 .... 12 

E .oo 

( n "" 28 ) 

1 • ft• • • • • .J Cr \ [•,. " _. J Cr 

(L.\l,1 ) (l,.11 ) 
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i,·1GlJB&-.Yll. .. Median change {Pre-M - Post-.M) in over-all 1 ike-dislike 
responses plotted against median criterion values.-
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kdJ:illBE_VJ.[. Association o:f criterion judgments ~ith those of over
all like-dislike as a :function o:f the standard:i zed 
mean J-B ciscrepancy from AL~ cf' criterion responses .. 
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ized mean J-B discrepancy from ALJ£of criterion :::-esponses. 
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APP.E;zmlx A 

INSTRUC'rlONS AND SM1PLg RlI:SPON.SE SH}]E.TS 
---------~- .r:$:1 

Pi·ior to the f:i.rst trial series, Subjects in all three oonditi.o:ns 

had read to them the following instructions:-

"In this experiment we are going to show you 
pictures and ask you to make judgments about each 

In front of you are some fornis; you will be 
:page of these forms for each ont'e pairs shown. 
page put your initials, tha date and an 11M11 o:r at1 

yciur sex. 

several pairs of 
of them. 
:filli:ng in one 

At the top of each 
11F11 according to 

F'irstly, we want to know Yf}lich IJicture ~n each ;eair ai;ou prefe_r. 
You will s,e on your forms two sub-divi1ed boxes opposite the word 
11preference11 (half W1:ly down the page). If, in this particular case, 
you prefer the pictu:re on your 10ft, tick the left ... hfmd division of 
the box directly beneath the words 11lett-hand piotu:re. 11 lf you 
prefer the picture on your right, however, tick the left-hand 
di vision of' the box directly beneath the wor<ts 11ri.gh t-hand _picture. 11 

You rnust tick one and only one of the boxes (equals are not allowed). 
- - I The next th;ing we want to know ia how easily ;you made this 

judt5111ent. You ·~dll indicate this in the :following way. At the top 
of your page you will see a scale of ease of judgment. Thia scale ia 
to be regarded. as giving nine steps from extreme ease of judgment at 
the top (No. 1) to extreme difficulty of judgment at the bottom (No. 9)o 
Having made your preferential judgment (and in fact this applies to 
every judgment you will make in this experiment), select the phrase 
from the e:;;ise of judgment scale which best describes the ease or 
difficulty with which you made the judgment and put the number that is 
beside it, in the right ... hand di.vision o.f the same box. 

Next we want to know pow rnµo~ ~ou like.or dislike both ?f the 
~iot_~re~. The long 5et of boxes on the left are for recording your 
degree of like or dislike of the picture on the left. Put a tick in 
the left-hand box division alongside the phrase which most closely fits 
;your feelings about the pict1;re. Do the same for the rlght .. hand 
picture in the right-hand. set of boxes. T,here should be two ticks on 
this part of your :form; one in each set of boxes. Check. 

Again you are to indicate how easily lou made the judgmen~. As 
before, iSelect the phra3e from the scale of ease of ,iudgment which best 
describe::, the errne or difficulty you had in making the ,iudgment and put 
the nmnber that is beside it in the right-hand division of the box you 
ho.ve ticked. Do this for both the judgment of the left-hand picture 
and that of the right-hand picture. There should be a tick and a 
nmnber in eeoh of the set of boxes. Please check. 

You will he.Ve to work quite quickly as you have no mo:re than 45 
seconds for each picture pair, 

Ba t,ur·e for all JJicture r,a:i.rs that you ~...;;.. ____ rUJ.y of' the 
H 



Lo.v Cond:ttion Sa were told before the i:,econd series of trials; 

11In this part of the experiment we a:N1 go:lng to ask you to 
again judge the paintings you were shown before but thh, time on s, 
dif:fere:nt aspect• We want you to make judgments about theix· 
relative formal b;·eatment. You are tH:c1ch to consider f<.Yr yourselves 
what qualities m;3keforfor1:n or tmi.ty in a painting and? i~ accordance 
with your own notion, make the following ,judgments for each pair 
show:n 9 •• " 

Nedium and High Condition Ss we:r.•t1 :tni:;tend told the following: 
I 

''In this part of. th<;;t exp1:1rirnent we are go:Lng to ask you to 131,,gain 
,judge the paintinr:s you were shown before but. thie time on a different 
aspect., We want you to make judf;ro.ents about the:Lr relatJ.ve forrz1al 
treatment. We will define the s,:i,cJ.lities we think rnelrn for a~ 
degree of' f'o:rm or unity in a paint:tng ~md '.:ilso :provide ;you with some 
examples of what we rue;'u:i., Vie shall th.on ask you to judge the _pictures 
o:n the criteria we have outlined. 

Broadly epeald.ng, we mean by • :form;,1.l tre,;itment' tlwse relations 
between the lines and colour areas which give the effect of overall 
unity in a :paitrt;ing. By 9u:nity 1 we me~:m that eBJ:;h di~tinguishalil.e 
part of the painting is n,:,cefrnary to the rest and that tor;ether i111. 
tht:1 parts form a coherent and con:neoted ,thole,. 

1'1 :paintirig may be unified in different ways: so.me parts rna;y be 
related in such a \<Way that they sttrn.d out from the :r'f:?st and provide a 
central focus; the :rmrts mf;1.y be related so that th'-'~Y bal~.nce each 
other i:n, l'\ ~:;1-ngem.fpJ,; and.} thirdly, un;tty may be 
:provided by similarities amongi;t the parts i.e~, some central or 
preeminent shape, colour, or textural effect is reJ:H::1ated. 

Pa:tntings exhit,::l.t thi;,se qi,I,s,lit:i.(,s :i.n varying def;Njes,. We 1'5ay 
thFJ.t any }Jaintiug; is more formally treatt;d~ the more nin1:lJa:dti~H,3 
there are among~t its parts, the more bale.need they are 9 and. the more 
they suggest a dominant JJattern(s). 

We will now show you some :paintings which should make concrete 
these defining qualities and illustrate the differences in thfJ dHgre~1 
to whi.oh paintings can exhibit th~se qualities ••• u 

the following; ir1,atructions concerning use o:f' the response forr,1at vrnre 

read out to Ss irl all tl1.ree co:r1dit1.o:ns. 

1'J"irst, you ar~ to decide \',rd.ch picture of the Jail' has the more 
formal treatment. If you think: the :picture o;n the left has the more 



formal treatment, tick thfa left-hand div:l.1:rlon of the box on the t<)p 
left o:f the page.. If you thin};: the picture on the right has the 
more formal treatment, tick the le:ft-h€m•:l di vision of the box on the 
top :right of' the page. Only one box may ·be ticked. 

Again, you must indicate with what ,1ase or difficulty this 
ruent was ma.de by StlJ.eoting from tho ~'1a;ie o-f~judgmen'tt1,e number 

e t,1e :r~ which best <3esc:r:l b,~s this and. pll'\~inr; it in the 
right-hand div;l.sio:n of thie ·box just ticked~ 

Naxt, we want to know how much formal treatment you think both 
I?ict~~· }<t!Clord the-degree of 1.ormai~~tmentyoutiiin17the 
left-hand picture has in the lon17; sat of boxes on the left. Do the 
sai:ve for the right=hand picture in the right-hand set. ReiiiE:ltnber, 
you are to t:1.ck the le:ft-he.nd division of the box \Jesid.e the selected 
plira:se. 

Indic~h with wha.t ,!_ase or -~~ffic~~_you made each juds;~.!!1! by 
selecting, as sor.n1 as the judg1uer1t is 1Mde, the appropriate nurnber 
from the ease of jt\dgment .scale a.nd placing it in thtl r;Lght-h.':lnd 
d:tviaion of the ticked box. 

You will have to wor~_<J!:ii t~ J~}-~k}l as you h~we no rnore than 
30 (L1JW e.nd Hedium Condition Sa~ 1i5 High Gondit:ion Ss) eoconds to do 
th ii;; for each pair. 

Please 'bia sure you have made all the m'lcessary judgments for e0.ch 
~;~ 



!ubject 
IInitials) 

Sex 

~-?,ting numbers to be_ ust!d in the right-hand di vision of box 

4ase 0f Judgement: 

1 • extremely easy 

2. very easy 

3. easy 

1+. moderately easy 

5. neither easy nor difficult 

6. mriderately dif'ficult 

7. difficult 

8. very di ffioul t 

9. extremely difficult 

! jreferGnoe: 
! 

~ck left-h~nd divisiin Jf appropriate 
/ox ( equals not allow~d) 
; 

;~ting on like-dislike: 

like extremely 

like strongly 

lika 

like moderately 

indifferent 

dislike moderataly 

dislike 

dislike strongly 

dislik.0 extremely 

left-hand picture 

14o. 

Date 

right-hand picture 

I =1 



Subjer.,t Sex 
(Initials) 

Rating numbers to be used in right-hand division of boxes 

Ease of Judgement 

1 • extremely easy 

2. very easy 

3. easy 

4. moderately easy 

5, neither easy nor difficult 

6. moderately difficult 

7. difficult 

8. very difficult 

9. extremely difficult 

Which picture has thsi more formal treatment 

(Tio!c L-H di vision of appropriate box. 
Equals not allowed,) 

Rating on degree of formal treatment 

extremely high 

very high 

high 

moderately high 

neither high nor low 

moderately low 

low 

very low 

extremely low 

L-H picture 

Date 

R-H picture 



APPENDIX B 

STIMULI (SLIDE: REPRODUCTIONS) mrnD TO ILLUSTRATE THE CONCEPT 

....Q! FOR}lAL TREATMENT 2 AND EXEMPLAR INFORMATION 

Between Toulouse and Albi (1941) 

Caprice in PurFle and Gold 

No. 2: The Golden Screen (1864) 

Villon, Jacques (Gaston Duchamp) 

Damville, France, 1875. 

Whistler, James McNeill 

Lowell, Ma.ssachueetts, U.S.A. 1834. 

London, United Kingdom, 1903. 
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Ri;t:i,r.1 1 Stt;u and .S~eed -

'fh~ c;a·.reat Weetern Railway ( 1844) 

Ou.itiar with Sheet of Music ( ) 

1 

Tur:ne;r, Joseph Mallard William 1'/75 .. 

Madrid• Spain, 1887 

Boulogne, France, 1927. 

l 
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Landsca with Olive reea (1889) 

Groot-Zundert, Holland, 1fl.53 • 

.AUVlklrlll 9 F'raneet 1890. 





-· -Cff#b . 
'///fl 

re_peats 

! ---~~ J::,____ ,:: I I~. 

Co1ou:r echoes: mauve of background in sky; midground green in 
foreground; foreground earth-yello,v i;n m:tdgrou.nd etce 

BJ\LANC~ Atm FGCUS 

Domil'.1a.nt patterns formed by a combirnatio:n of' line a:nd 
distribution of colour: 

•rwo h.rg~ right-angled triangles 1 touching at 
their lower cicute ruiglee, are d:isti:nguished 
(mainly) by the dist:rt.bution of yellow-green. 

_,.,,-
.· . ~ .' 

l 
I 

-- / ~ ! __ v_-____ -:,._, _..,_, --- _J 

.A la:tge isosceles triangle formed by 
the distril-Yutio:n o:f blue-green and/or mauve • 

. ,::,,.._ <· 

'1:iw long rectangles at top and bottom, 
d:1.stinguished by similarity of hue and 
by a common abeence of internal form. 

- :(· 

I,'ocu.a antj balam:e prC!vided by the centrally 
and symmetri.ca1ly placed isosceles triangle t 

I 

1ater,:i.lly su:pp,::irted and longitudinally 
. enclosed, 

I~---..... _-__ -__ ,... __ -_.,.,, .... __ ,.._ ... _-----.--.-. '"'-""'·~~-.-_.""-___ ,.._ --.. -. -----1 



Parallelo·
grammj.c 
shapes 

r~petition of sha.p1:>; high of oolou:r: 

146. 

Colou:r echoes: purple of kimono in screen border and cha.:i.r frame; 
red of kimono stole on almost all object surfaces; gold of screen 
upo:n. face and i:n fl1:,wer pattern of' robe etc., 

Dominarrt pe.ttern is the three-stage conic 
of ;figure and robe; some imbalance derives 
from its asymmetrical shape• po13itiori and 
colour (large da:rk area) 

Secondary organizational area is the 
interrupted parallelogrammic base forrried 
by the mat. 



SIM!LAHl'.I'Y 

No over-an consistency of shape or feature w:ith the exception 
of a pervading nebulousity of colour treatment. 

1::;light linear repetition: 

viaduct and engine
body curves 

BALAfJClC AND Cl'~NT:HAL F'CCUS 

rail:tngs 
and train 
line 

There is central focus of interest (railway e:ng:l.ne) 
accentuated by the converg:ing lines of the d.ominimt 
part (foreground viaduct) but as this occu.pies only 
the bottom RH quadrant, and there are no offsetting 
features elsewhere, irrtb61.la.nce obtains. 

/Far'-~~--~~__,_,,.~------1 
I 

·'-.r'- .-



148., 

With but one exception - the sound hole of the guitar - all 
:pe.rts are rectj,linear • 

Additional to this overall consistenoy: Hecurri.ng linear pa.tterus: 

'frame' object
surrounds 

Lite;r-a.l cormectedness: 

one 

I d ______ •'· -~· __ -..---__ .----:-, . - ----- '--• 
- . ------~~- --

border/ 
foul' c,bjects .. 

r p . 
i! !;:'.\~\/~~'> _'c, ·•. - ... J .. ~,, __ ,_, __ ,._ 

i, simultaneity of' Ii 
reference I 

~ :: la11dscci1°e/rcthle:I ,._ --/ 
111 .,c'......._ s,,,,. 

Co•We~ -;);)) •.:J~~-/ 1 

--. . .• ·. 1~~ /1'._ :·,·,, 

Parts are orga.niz,ed within two overlapping 
rectangles symmetrically placed with:tn the 
picture frame. 

' -~:.·. -~~ ------· '-i2 ,.., . 

lpr1a.;v'1'· , .. 
// -~- Centrally placed dthin the li:irger part0 

( 
1 (above), and D.bout the vertical 9 d:i.agonal 

' \ and hite:ral axes, are the 'br:tghtly cc11oured 
./. ' ,'-.... .··.•. ~1 gui h.r face and mm5ic-6heet ( see title). 

l 



High..-exemplar Landscape with Olive •rre,!! 

( Present<~d primarily in order to demonstrate that, contrary to an. 
inference co.nceivably arising from preceding presentations, :recti
Unearity of confi.guration is not in itself a. defining property of 
the present concept of formal treatment.) 

SIMILARITY -

Colour echoes: earth yellow in cloud; foliage green in 
mountains and sky; inountain blu.e in tree shadows etc. 

'l'extural echoes: 0 fi.nger ... print • r>at tern throughout ( save for 
fairly -uniforrti application of sky colour). 

BALANCt AND CEN'l'Rk\L 1',0CUS 

Suggestion of central focus afforded by the mid-placed olive 
trees being more closely textured ,,u1d of a warmer toned i.e. 9 

advancing, hue. 

Orderly distr:lbution - lateral, band-like - of predominant 
colour artn;.s bounded by topmost white of cloud mir.rored i:n 
foreg:round pa.th. 



Stimuli (elide reproductions) conatitut:i.ng the response set 

1'ext Label 

A 

C 

I 

Title 

The Golden Fl~eoe (1920) 

The Bridge at Mantes 
( 1868-• '?O) 

1,1 .. 

Painter 

Streeton, Arthur 

Victoria, Auetrall~t 1867 
Victoria, Austra1.i~, 1943 

Corot, Jean .Ba:ptiate Cami11e 

Paris, France, 1796 
Paris, France, 1875 

Ciauguin, Paul 

Paris. lT'rancet 181+8 
Atuana, ilea Marqu.is~s• 1903 
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